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Abstract

In aerial vehicle control design, the industrial baseline is to use robust control methods together with gain-scheduling to cover the full airspeed and altitude flight envelope. An adaptive controller could possibly add value by increasing performance while keeping robustness to deviation from nominal assumptions.

In this thesis $L_1$ adaptive control is studied and evaluated as it is applied to a pitch-unstable fighter aircraft. The recently developed $L_1$ adaptive control method originates from aerospace adaptive control problems and achieves fast adaptation while robust stability to bounded plant parameter changes is claimed. Even though large adaptation gains create large and rapidly varying internal signals, the $L_1$ adaptive controller output is limited in amplitude and frequency, since a low-pass filter directly at the output, is used to make the controller act within the control channel bandwidth.

An $L_1$ adaptive controller of piecewise constant type has been applied to a fighter aircraft by augmenting a baseline linear state feedback controller. Once some experience is gained, it is relatively straightforward to apply this design procedure because only a few controller parameters need tuning. To design an $L_1$-controller for roll-pitch-yaw-motion of an aerial vehicle, a five-state reference system with desired dynamics was created and five bandwidths of low-pass filters were tuned. The $L_1$-controller activates when the vehicle aided by the state feedback controller deviates from the reference dynamics resulting in better reference following. Load disturbance rejection was improved by the $L_1$-controller augmentation. This comes at the cost of having high frequency control signals fed into the plant.

The $L_1$ adaptive controller is in its original design sensitive to actuator limitations and to time delays when compared to the baseline controller. Introducing nonlinear design elements corresponding to actuator dynamics (e.g. rate limits) makes tuning easier if such dynamics interfere with the reference system dynamics. Sensitivity to known time delays can be reduced using prediction in a state observer. With these additions to the design, the $L_1$-controller augmentation can be tuned to achieve improved
nominal performance and robust performance when compared to a typical aeronautical linear state feedback controller. This was verified by simulations using a high fidelity model of the aircraft.

Use of feedforward can alleviate feedback and adaptive actions. Feedforward signals can be generated from reference models and corresponding models can also be used as reference models in adaptive control. A method for aerial vehicle reference model design was developed, that makes it possible to find reference models that scale to the present flight condition and vehicle configuration.

In some situations the closed-loop system obtained by L1 adaptive control is equivalent to linear systems. The architectures of these systems were investigated. An effort was made to understand and describe what fundamental characteristic of L1 adaptive controllers make them suitable for aeronautical applications.

With the L1-controller, performance and robustness was increased when compared to the baseline controller. It is possible to add L1-controller characteristics gradually to a linear state feedback design, which is something that this thesis recommends to aerospace industry.
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1 Introduction

Control of fighter aircraft and missiles that results in good maneuver performance and a system with high safety is a key to being competitive in the aerospace industry. An aerial vehicle (Figure 1.1) inherently has challenging control characteristics such as nonlinear dynamics, uncertain aerodynamics and actuator limitations. Maneuvering requirements are set to high levels while guarantees for graceful degradation and stability are crucial.

Figure 1.1  Fighter aircraft with forces that affect quantities of flight such as velocity, angle of attack and pitch angular rate.

To excel in the market, industry wants to get as much performance as possible out of a design, using a limited engineering work effort. Seeking control methods that exploit fundamental knowledge about limits in the
application and that pushes performance as far as possible to those limits are desired. Adaptive control could offer a way to exploit new levels of performance with reduced effort and it could also increase safety by performing adjustment to unexpected in-flight changes of the flight dynamics.

In this thesis, aerial vehicle control is addressed by an L1 adaptive control method. There are several types of L1 adaptive controllers [6], here the special version with piecewise constant parameter estimates is analyzed. Design of a controller for fighter aircraft with L1 adaptive technique is performed and the results are analyzed. Three main topics are:

- Analysis of linear L1 adaptive control architectures for aerial vehicle applications.
- L1 adaptive augmentation of piecewise constant type to a baseline controller that uses linear state feedback.
- Design of linear reference systems and nonlinear feedforward for use together with an adaptive flight controller.

1.1 Background

There are two fundamentally different ways of controlling systems with dynamics that change over time: adaptive or robust control. The aerospace industrial baseline today is to use robust control, which caters to the effect of parametric uncertainties, although that baseline can come with an associated loss of performance. An adaptive controller it is often possible to boost the performance of the closed-loop system, but then the inherent robustness may be insufficient [8].

Adaptive control methods have been developed for more than 50 years but have not been widely used in aerospace industry. There are appealing features in adaptive control, such as adaptation to the present flight condition, on-line cancellation of uncertainties and possibly a reduction in controller verification effort, all of which certainly are desired in aerospace applications.

The start of adaptive control came in the 1950s [5], research and design was driven by control of high performance aircraft. A single fixed gain controller was not enough to control extreme aircraft throughout the full airspeed and altitude flight envelope. This period of time is called the brave era since there was a very short path from idea to flight test with very little analysis in between. The X-15-3 [23] extended the possible
flight envelope of an aircraft significantly and unfortunately it resulted in a tragic accident which damaged the reputation of adaptive control. To gain schedule a controller with airspeed and altitude was found to be an adequate and safe strategy for flight control.

In the 1960s research increased knowledge in state-space theory, stability theory, stochastic control, dynamic programming and system identification made it possible to develop adaptive control further.

Interest in adaptive control increased in the 1970s and early 1980s when proofs of stability of adaptive systems appeared, where efforts to merge robust control and system identification were important [5]. In the late 1980s and early 1990s research achieved increased robustness of adaptive controllers when used together with nonlinear systems.

At the beginning of this adaptive flight control project, it was agreed amongst the participants to evaluate L1 adaptive control, a relatively new (2006) and promising alternative to more traditional adaptive control methods. Established adaptive schemes such as MRAC [5] has go limitations, it can give large transients and slow convergence [8]. L1 adaptive control has been developed with aerospace control in mind and has been found suitable for aerial vehicles in several applications [7], [25] and [30]. In L1 adaptive control fast adaptation is achieved while robust stability to bounded plant parameter changes is claimed. Even though large adaptation gains create large and rapidly varying internal signals, the L1 adaptive controller output is limited in amplitude and frequency, since a low-pass filter direct at the controller output, is used to make the controller act within the available control channel bandwidth [31], a frequency up to which the control object can be modeled with sufficient fidelity.

This work used findings from [25] and applied much of the same ideas. However the aircraft in this application is unstable in the pitch channel so the nominal dynamics is far from the desired, which motivates an L1-controller augmentation to a linear state feedback. It was noted in [15] that L1-controllers that use output feedback are linear, here a similar discussion for full state feedback L1-controllers of piecewise constant type is made. Tuning of low-pass filter parameters was accomplished by evaluating roll-pitch-yaw channel Monte-Carlo-simulations as was done for a pitch channel implementation in [24]. Linear system analysis of L1-controllers was done in [28] for the pitch channel; this work extends this approach for a roll-pitch-yaw system. In this application the actuators are rate saturated for notable periods of time, so it was necessary to use a combination of ideas from [14] and [30] to be able to tune an L1-controller for this aircraft. In short; this work has used findings from previous L1-controller
applications/analysis and put together a design procedure. Results that are relevant for considering L1-control architectures for aeronautical SAAB products such as fighters and missiles are explored.

1.2 Problem formulation

It is important for aerospace industry to address the question if maneuver performance is lost throughout the aerial vehicle envelope by using robust control methods together with gain-scheduling (Figure 1.2). Much is gained if performance and safety could be increased with an adaptive controller. Also the work effort for clearance (formal approval) of the controller throughout the full flight envelope is significant and requires a careful strategy. Possibly the engineering and computing effort as well as the risk of late controller redesign could be reduced with adaptive techniques.

![Schematic airspeed & altitude gain-scheduling chart for an aerial vehicle.](image)

Figure 1.2 Schematic airspeed & altitude gain-scheduling chart for an aerial vehicle.
1.3 Goal

The ultimate goal is to address the question whether adaptive control can be used in aerial vehicles that SAAB develops today or in the future. This evaluation should include and assess various industrial aspects such as tuning and flight clearance.

More specifically the goal was to properly derive a representative model of flight dynamics and to relate this model to previous work and also to the parameter models that are used in adaptive control. Using this flight dynamics model, knowledge is desired of how to design, tune and test L1 adaptive controllers of piecewise constant type in aerospace applications. It was also desirable to indicate limitations and possibilities when using L1-controllers in aerial vehicles.

1.4 Outline

The thesis is organized in the following way: Initially generic dynamics of an aerial vehicle are derived. This model is then parameterized to represent a Gripen-like fighter.

Reference systems with desired flight dynamics, used for adaptive and feedforward compensation, are created. This is accomplished using the nominal flight dynamics and based on that information, a fast but still reasonable linear reference system is defined. A linear state feedback is then created that will place the poles of the closed loop at the desired positions, corresponding to the dynamics of the reference system. A feedforward compensator from the reference signal that makes the nominal nonlinear dynamics, act like the linear reference system is also derived.

An L1 adaptive controller of piecewise constant type is described and designed to control the aerial vehicle. This controller is analyzed and alternative views of the controller are given which admit comparisons to robust controllers. Simulations are made in a Matlab Simulink implementation of the model. A range of systematic realizations of flight conditions that deviates from the nominal assumptions are generated and simulated. The adaptive control laws are compared to linear state feedback controllers with integral action. Results are presented and analyzed from a performance and robustness point of view. Linear transfer function analysis of the system in the frequency domain is presented.
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Figure 1.3 Schematic thesis outline indicated in a system block diagram.

1.5 Publications

The publications on which this thesis is based are the following:


The author has been responsible for analysis, design, implementation and evaluation of L1-control in these three publications.
1.6 Contribution

The main contributions of this thesis are:

- Performance and robustness analysis of an L1-controller and comparisons with a linear state feedback, using a disturbed and perturbed nonlinear aircraft model.
- Comparison of L1-control laws and robust control laws. Use of linear system theory to analyze an L1 adaptive controller of piecewise constant type controlling a linearized model of an aircraft.
- A procedure to generate linear reference systems and feedforward from reference signals for generic aerial vehicles.

A generic method is developed to generate linear reference systems. Three parameters corresponding to roll, pitch and yaw motion are tuned for one flight condition. The reference system design then scales to the flight condition using physical data such as airspeed, altitude, mass, mass inertia and aerodynamics properties. Linear state feedback gains that nominally make the linearized system follow the reference system are then derived. The thesis also contributes with a design of nonlinear feedforward signals that make the flight dynamics act like the linear reference system, by using the angular velocity vector as a virtual control signal. This feedforward design exploits the particular structure of flight dynamics.

Further contribution is the insight that the piecewise constant L1-controller leads to a linear time invariant control law. This makes it possible to analyze controller robustness in a well-known framework. Frequency responses from “gang-of-six” [19], transfer functions, singular value diagrams etc. are presented. This is carried out for an L1-controller and compared to a linear state feedback controller with integral action. Also the application of these types of controllers to e.g. a pitch-unstable fighter aircraft, including simulation results with various alterations such as parameter uncertainties and actuator failures, has a value for industries such as SAAB. It is also important to know that an L1-controller which estimates parameters and disturbances make it possible to include nonlinearities that will make the controller act on effects that can be compensated for and ignore others.

Another contribution is the insight that the L1 adaptive controller of piecewise constant type generates a control signal which can be seen as a modification to a multivariable controller using state feedback with integral action. Comparisons are also made to disturbance observers. It is seen that these types of controllers use the nominal dynamics inverse while
L1-controllers use the inverse of the desired dynamics. This analysis and finding a controller that is equivalent to an L1-controller is valuable for industries like SAAB when online implementation is designed. The vague “sample rate of the available CPU” mentioned in [6] would give problems when prioritizing update rates in real-time software. Knowledge that the resulting inverse is done with a fidelity that is proportional to the inverse of the sample rate will be helpful when choosing update rates and optional algorithm iterations within each control signal calculation. Industry is also served by the insight that since L1-controllers of this type are linear time invariant, there are a lot of methods that could end up with the same controller. However, the L1 approach leads naturally to a control architecture that is well suited to aerospace applications. A physical understanding of how the controller operates is possible due to the state predictor and this allows for design elements such as time delays and actuator dynamics.

Inspired by the results from this work, a feasibility study [39] was carried out at SAAB, addressing the possibility of using a piecewise constant L1-controller for the backup law in a Gripen-like SAAB fighter. The results are commented in the conclusions of this thesis.
2 Aerial Vehicle Modeling

A proper derivation of the flight dynamics of an aerial vehicle is needed both for choosing the desired performance and for design of a suitable controller. A thorough examination of the resulting equations in order to understand how the dynamics are built up and connected is crucial for making correct feedforward and feedback controller design decisions, including analysis of parameter choices for e.g. adaptive control.

States expressing the rigid-body-motion will be established, together with the time derivatives of these states. The equations of motion, aerodynamics and actuator dynamics will result in a model that uses 20 states. This model will then be used both for deriving linear systems for design of control algorithms in Section 3 as well as for simulating the full environment in Section 4. This modeling section will also serve as an introduction to dynamic systems that arise for generic (rotorless) aerial vehicles, including missiles.

Figure 2.1 Example of a missile body on which forces and moments will create a flying dynamic system.
2.1 Definitions and motion equations

Motion equations will be created with six degrees of freedom; this is a well-known procedure within aerospace applications [1]. It is essential for this work to have suitable definitions and expressions of the motion equations in order to identify properties that can be compensated for, both by feedforward and feedback.

Assumptions

Modeling is done assuming a flat, non-rotating earth. This is no limitation for the short period, relatively short range and moderate speeds for which the equations are used later on. It is also assumed that the center of gravity is close to stationary in the airframe (but it can be arbitrarily placed during a simulation). Finally it is assumed that the mass and mass inertia are slowly varying so that time derivatives of these quantities can be neglected. These assumptions are commonly used in flight dynamics analysis and in aeronautical simulation models [4].

Coordinate and vector definitions

Two Cartesian, three-dimensional, right-hand coordinate systems will be defined, one that is inertial and one that is fixed relative the airframe. These coordinate systems are suitable for expressing quantities that will define the flight dynamics.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the inertial coordinate system. This is the non-moving, non-rotating system that is used as inertial reference. The inertial system in this application is fixed to the surface over which the aerial vehicle is flying, pointing north, east and down with its respective axis, X, Y and Z.

A body fixed coordinate system is defined as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The body system is fixed relative the airframe with its origin placed in the center of gravity. The body system xz-plane is parallel to the assumed airframe left-right symmetry-plane and its complete orientation is defined by the z-axis pointing downwards from the body.
Figure 2.2  Inertial coordinate system (green) and a schematic aerial vehicle (blue).

Figure 2.3  Body fixed coordinate system (blue). Orientation of the inertial system indicated by dashed lines (green).
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Now vectors are defined in Figure 2.4 that will be used for expressing body system velocity, angular velocity and position:

Velocity vector of the body system origin, relative inertial system, is denoted $\bar{v}$. Velocity vector components expressed in body system are denoted $u$, $v$ and $w$.

$$\bar{v} = \begin{pmatrix} u \\ v \\ w \end{pmatrix} \quad (2.1)$$
Angular velocity vector of the body system, relative inertial system, is denoted $\bar{\omega}$. Angular rate components expressed in body system are denoted $p, q$ and $r$.

$$\bar{\omega} = \begin{pmatrix} p \\ q \\ r \end{pmatrix} \quad (2.2)$$

Velocity vector component $u$ and angular velocity component $\dot{r}$ use the same symbol as the later defined control signal $u$ and reference signal $r$. It is considered clear by the context which quantity that is referred to in this thesis.

Body attitude (angular orientation) in roll, pitch and yaw is expressed by three Euler angles as in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 Attitude of body coordinate system, defined by Euler angles $\Psi, \theta, \Phi$. 

21
Body system orientation is created from the inertial orientation by first rotating a yaw angle $\Psi$ around the body z-axis (as in left part of Figure 2.5), then a pitch angle $\theta$ around the body y-axis and finally a roll angle $\Phi$ around the body x-axis. These Euler angles ([2] p.45) of the body system, relative to the inertial system can be written as a vector:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\Phi \\
\theta \\
\Psi
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(2.3)

Position of the body system origin, relative inertial system, is denoted $\overline{R}$. Position vector components expressed in inertial system are denoted $R_X$, $R_Y$ and $R_Z$. The negative value of $R_Z$ is equivalent to the flight altitude $H$.

$$
\overline{R} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
R_X \\
R_Y \\
R_Z
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(2.4)

Also needed is a rotation for expressing components of a vector in the inertial system which has its components expressed in the body system and vice versa. If the velocity vector is to be expressed in the inertial system, this vector $\overline{V}$ is related to the body velocity $\overline{v}$ as:

$$
\overline{V} = T_{IB} \overline{v}
$$

(2.5)

The rotation matrix $T_{IB}$ (from body to inertial) is defined by the Euler angles ([1] p.105) according to:

$$
T_{IB} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos \Psi \cos \theta & -\sin \Psi \cos \Phi + \cos \Psi \sin \theta \sin \Phi & \sin \Psi \sin \Phi + \cos \Psi \sin \theta \cos \Phi \\
\sin \Psi \cos \theta & \cos \Psi \cos \Phi + \sin \Psi \sin \theta \sin \Phi & -\cos \Psi \sin \Phi + \sin \Psi \sin \theta \cos \Phi \\
-\sin \theta & \cos \theta \sin \Phi & \cos \theta \cos \Phi
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(2.6)

To achieve rotation in the opposite way, from inertial system to body, the following rotation matrix properties and naming conventions are used:

$$
\overline{v} = T_{IB}^{-1} \overline{V} = T_{IB}^T \overline{V} = T_{BI} \overline{V}
$$

(2.7)
**Alternative expression for the velocity vector**

Figure 2.6 shows an alternative way of expressing the velocity vector in the body coordinate system, using the velocity vector magnitude $V$ (called airspeed) and two azimuth and elevation angles $\alpha$ and $\beta$ (called angle of attack and angle of sideslip) This representation is often used for examining results and for expressing aerodynamic properties, instead of using vector components $u$, $v$ and $w$.

![Figure 2.6 Velocity vector $\vec{v}$, positive angle of attack $\alpha$ and positive angle of sideslip $\beta$.](image)

The angle of attack $\alpha$ is defined as the angle between the body x-axis and the velocity vector projected to the body xz-plane. The angle of sideslip $\beta$ is defined as the angle between the body xz-plane and the velocity vector, measured in the plane defined by the body y-axis and the velocity vector itself.

Relations between velocity vector components $u$, $v$, $w$ and the airspeed, angle of attack and angle of sideslip become:

\[
V = |\vec{v}| = \sqrt{u^2 + v^2 + w^2}
\]

\[
\alpha = \arctan\left(\frac{w}{u}\right)
\]

\[
\beta = \arctan\left(\frac{v}{\sqrt{u^2 + w^2}}\right) = \arcsin\left(\frac{v}{V}\right)
\]
Chapter 2. Aerial Vehicle Modeling

$V, \alpha$ and $\beta$ are used in Section 2.3 for expressing aerodynamic forces and moments. These forces and moments are considered for nose forward flight which assumes that the x-component of the body expressed velocity $u$ is strictly positive. Wind and gust effects can be included by subtracting corresponding velocity components from $u$, $v$ and $w$.

### 2.2 Forces and moments equations

Now Newton’s second law and Euler’s equation will be used. This will make it possible to find relations that express how forces and moments acting on the airframe change the velocity and angular velocity over time.

The sum of all forces $\overline{F}$ acting on the body equals the mass $m$ times acceleration $\vec{a}$ according to Newton’s second law:

$$\overline{F} = m\vec{a} = m\frac{d\vec{v}}{dt} = m(\dot{\vec{v}} + \vec{\omega} \times \vec{v}) \quad (2.9)$$

where the cross product comes from the velocity vector projection change onto the body system due to the angular velocity of the body system.

The sum of all moments $\overline{M}$ acting on the body equals the time derivative of angular momentum $I_i\vec{\omega}$ according to Euler’s equation:

$$\overline{M} = \frac{d}{dt}I_i\vec{\omega} = I_i\dot{\vec{\omega}} + \vec{\omega} \times I_i\vec{\omega} \quad (2.10)$$

Forces $\overline{F}$ and moments $\overline{M}$ will be a sum of terms related to aerodynamics, gravitation and propulsion. These terms are presented in Section 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 respectively.

### Equations of motion

Now the time derivatives of velocity, angular velocity, position and attitude can be expressed, using definitions from Section 2.1 and 2.2. These derivatives will be integrated over time to model the motion in the simulation model. These expressions will also be simplified to get linear dynamic models of the dynamics.

Velocity vector time derivative:

$$\dot{\vec{v}} = \frac{1}{m} \overline{F} - \vec{\omega} \times \vec{v} \quad (2.11)$$
with elements:

$$\begin{align*}
\begin{pmatrix}
\dot{u} \\
\dot{v} \\
\dot{w}
\end{pmatrix} &= \frac{1}{m} \begin{pmatrix}
F_x \\
F_y \\
F_z
\end{pmatrix} - \begin{pmatrix}
p \\
q \\
r
\end{pmatrix} \times \begin{pmatrix}
 u \\
v \\
w
\end{pmatrix} = \frac{1}{m} \begin{pmatrix}
F_x \\
F_y \\
F_z
\end{pmatrix} - \begin{pmatrix}
wq - vr \\
wv - wp \\
vr - uq
\end{pmatrix}
\end{align*}$$
(2.12)

Angular velocity vector time derivative:

$$\ddot{\vec{\omega}} = I_i^{-1}(\vec{M} - \vec{\omega} \times I_i \vec{\omega})$$
(2.13)

with elements:

$$\begin{align*}
\begin{pmatrix}
\dot{p} \\
\dot{q} \\
\dot{r}
\end{pmatrix} &= \begin{pmatrix}
I_x & -I_{xy} & -I_{xz} \\
-I_{xy} & I_y & -I_{yz} \\
-I_{xz} & -I_{yz} & I_z
\end{pmatrix}^{-1} \begin{pmatrix}
M_x \\
M_y \\
M_z
\end{pmatrix} - \begin{pmatrix}
p \\
q \\
r
\end{pmatrix} \times \begin{pmatrix}
I_x & -I_{xy} & -I_{xz} \\
-I_{xy} & I_y & -I_{yz} \\
-I_{xz} & -I_{yz} & I_z
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
p \\
q \\
r
\end{pmatrix}
\end{align*}$$
(2.14)

Inertial position derivative, expressed in inertial system, equals the body expressed velocity, rotated to the inertial coordinate-system:

$$\dot{\vec{R}} = T_{IB} \vec{v}$$
(2.15)

or:

$$\begin{pmatrix}
\dot{R}_X \\
\dot{R}_Y \\
\dot{R}_Z
\end{pmatrix} = T_{IB} \begin{pmatrix}
u \\
v \\
w
\end{pmatrix}$$
(2.16)

Euler angle time derivatives can be projected onto body coordinates and then relate to body angular velocities as ([1] p.105):

$$\begin{pmatrix}
p \\
q \\
r
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & -\sin \theta \\
0 & \cos \Phi & \cos \theta \\
0 & -\sin \Phi & \cos \theta \cos \Phi
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
\dot{\Phi} \\
\dot{\theta} \\
\dot{\Psi}
\end{pmatrix}$$
(2.17)
so Euler angle time derivatives expressed in body angular rates become:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\dot{\Phi} \\
\dot{\theta} \\
\dot{\psi}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
p + \tan \theta (q \sin \Phi + r \cos \Phi) \\
q \cos \Phi - r \sin \Phi \\
(q \sin \Phi + r \cos \Phi) / \cos \theta
\end{pmatrix}
\] (2.18)

Euler angles are intuitive for understanding attitude; however expressions for roll and yaw Euler angle derivatives \( \Phi \) and \( \Psi \) become singular when the pitch angle \( \theta \) is \( \pm \pi/2 \). Numerical problems will be at hand when flying close to straight up or down. To cope with this the simulation model uses quaternions to keep track of attitude instead of (2.18). Quaternions cover the full attitude envelope by the help of one additional state [4]. The quaternions are then used to achieve rotation matrices and also for generating Euler angles when presenting results from simulations.

**Alternative time derivative expression for the velocity vector**

Time derivatives of velocity components \( u, v \) and \( w \) have been expressed in (2.12). However, it is often more natural to use velocity \( V \), angle of attack \( \alpha \) and angle of sideslip \( \beta \) as states.

The following change of variables and resulting expressions will be used:

\[
\begin{align*}
V^2 &= u^2 + v^2 + w^2 \quad \Rightarrow \quad \dot{V} = \frac{1}{2V} \frac{dV^2}{dt} = \frac{uu' + vv' + ww'}{\sqrt{u^2 + v^2 + w^2}} \\
\tan \alpha &= \frac{w}{u} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \dot{\alpha} = \frac{1}{1 + \tan^2 \alpha} \frac{d\tan \alpha}{dt} = \frac{wu' - uw'}{u^2 + w^2} \\
\tan \beta &= \frac{v}{\sqrt{u^2 + w^2}} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \dot{\beta} = \frac{1}{1 + \tan^2 \beta} \frac{d\tan \beta}{dt} = \frac{v(u^2 + w^2) - v(uu' + w'w)}{\sqrt{u^2 + w^2} (u^2 + v^2 + w^2)}
\end{align*}
\] (2.19)

It will be assumed at linearization and for some feedforward compensations that the velocity component \( u \) is significantly larger than velocity components \( v \) and \( w \). This is valid as long as \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are limited in magnitude (below some 30º). These assumptions make \( u \) and \( V \) similar in magnitude and all but a few terms negligible in (2.19) so significant simplifications can be obtained:

\[
\dot{V} \approx \ddot{u}, \quad \dot{\alpha} \approx \frac{\dot{w}}{V}, \quad \dot{\beta} \approx \frac{\dot{v}}{V}
\] (2.20)
2.3 Aerodynamic forces and moments

Aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the airframe are expressed in non-dimensional coefficients, Figure 2.7.

\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{F}_a &= -q_d S \begin{pmatrix} C_T \\ C_C \\ C_N \end{pmatrix} \\
\bar{M}_a &= q_d S \begin{pmatrix} b C_l \\ c C_m \\ b C_n \end{pmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

(2.21)

These coefficients are normalized versions of forces and moments [3]. This will make the coefficients independent of the airspeed and air density (within a certain range). This normalizing factor is, for aerodynamic forces, the dynamic pressure \(q_d\) times a reference area \(S\). For aerodynamic moments the factor is dynamic pressure times a reference area \(S\) and a reference length denoted \(b, c\) or \(d\).

So the aerodynamic forces and moments expressed in the body-system become:

The reference area \(S\) is related to some kind of area of the airframe. For fixed-wing aircraft it is usually the wing area, for missiles it is usually the area of the circular body. The reference lengths \(b\) and \(c\) are related to a relevant length of the airframe. For an aircraft, \(b\) is usually the wing span.
and \( c \) is the mean wing cord. For missiles \( b \) and \( c \) are equally chosen as the missile diameter and this reference length is denoted \( d \).

The dynamic pressure \( q_d \) is related to airspeed \( V \) and air density \( \rho \) according to:

\[
q_d = \frac{\rho V^2}{2}
\]  

(Section 2.7 defines \( \rho \) and its variation with altitude)

Instead of a force and a moment, aerodynamic quantities can be seen as a force and a distance to the center of gravity at which this force act. \( \vec{r}_{cp} \) in Figure 2.8, which defines this lever arm, goes from the center of gravity to the center of pressure and give the relation \( \overrightarrow{M}_a = \vec{r}_{cp} \times \overrightarrow{F}_a \).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure28}
\caption{Aerodynamic force and lever arm from body origin to the center of pressure at which the force act.}
\end{figure}

If this center of pressure is located behind the center of gravity the aerodynamic configuration is defined as statically stable. The other way around is defined as statically unstable. Stability length is measured along the body x-axis and will be slightly different for pitch and yaw. Pitch is statically stable if the aerodynamic force cut the body xy-plane behind the center of gravity. Yaw is statically stable if the aerodynamic force cut the body xz-plane behind the center of gravity.

Aerodynamic moments are usually given relative a body position different than the center of gravity so a relation for moving moments from one position to another is needed. Using the aerodynamic force and moment expressed for one body position, a point where the aerodynamic
force act on the body can be calculated and then moment acting at an arbitrary body position can be achieved.

**Aerodynamic control surfaces**

The fundamental property that is accomplished by aileron, elevator and rudder deflections in aerial vehicles is moments in roll, pitch and yaw. These three moments will create angular velocity to achieve and maintain a desired roll angle, angle of attack and angle of sideslip. These three angles are then used to accelerate the airframe perpendicular to its velocity vector. (Acceleration along the velocity vector is done mainly by the help of propulsion forces, Section 2.5).

Figure 2.9 shows an example of aerodynamic control surface configuration and deflections that create moments in roll, pitch and yaw.

![Diagram of aileron, elevator, and rudder control surfaces](image)

**Figure 2.9** Aileron, elevator and rudder deflections create moments in three axes.
The position and number of control surfaces can of course be different from the example in Figure 2.9. Missiles usually use four control surfaces in a cross configuration in the rear part of the airframe. Deflections shown in Figure 2.9 create positive moments around body x, y and z-axis. These deflections can be defined as negative, which is the case for $\delta_e$ and $\delta_r$ in this application, (that is, a Gripen-like fighter model).

Control surface deflections generate moments also in other axis than the main intended one. These undesired moments are usually designed to be small, except for that a rudder deflection located on a dorsal fin generates considerable roll moments. Dorsal fin moment is mainly a linear effect and can be counteracted by a linear static gain to aileron in controller design.

To maintain an $\alpha$ and/or a $\beta$ using control surface deflection is called to trim the aerodynamic configuration. If the center of pressure, where the force generated by $\alpha$ and $\beta$ act, is close to the center of gravity, small moments are generated and it will be possible to trim a maneuver using small control surfaces or small deflections.

Forces generated by control surface deflection are usually small compared to forces generated by $\alpha$ and $\beta$. Depending on control surface position and moments created by $\alpha$ and $\beta$, a trim gain or a trim loss is generated by these deflection forces. A trim gain will be achieved if the deflection needed to counteract the moments generated by e.g. $\alpha$ creates a force in the same direction as the force from the angle of attack itself. If the deflection force instead acts in the opposite direction of the intended total force, a trim loss is at hand. If the configuration is statically stable, a control surface behind the center of gravity will create a trim loss and a surface in front of it will create a trim gain. For unstable configurations the opposite is true, aft surfaces gives a trim gain and front ones gives a trim loss.
Linearized aerodynamics

Five of the six aerodynamic coefficients (all but $C_T$) are usually linearized close to zero values of $\alpha$, $\dot{\alpha}$, $\beta$, $\dot{\beta}$, $\gamma$, $p$, $q$, $r$, $\delta_a$, $\delta_e$ and $\delta_r$:

\[
C_C = C_{C_\beta} \beta + C_{C_\delta} \delta_r + C_{C_\delta} \delta_a + \frac{b}{2V} \left( C_{C_p} p + C_{C_r} r + C_{C_\beta} \dot{\beta} \right)
\]

\[
C_N = C_{N_\alpha} + C_{N_\delta} \alpha + \frac{c}{2V} \left( C_{N_q} q + C_{N_\alpha} \dot{\alpha} \right)
\]

\[
C_L = C_{l_\beta} \beta + C_{l_\delta} \delta_a + \frac{b}{2V} \left( C_{l_p} p + C_{l_r} r \right)
\]

\[
C_m = C_{m_\alpha} + C_{m_\delta} \delta_e + \frac{c}{2V} \left( C_{m_q} q + C_{m_\alpha} \dot{\alpha} \right)
\]

\[
C_n = C_{n_\beta} \beta + C_{n_\delta} \delta_r + \frac{b}{2V} \left( C_{n_p} p + C_{n_r} r + C_{n_\beta} \dot{\beta} \right)
\]

([1] p.150 & p.199)

To make the coefficients related to angular rates $\dot{\alpha}$, $\dot{\beta}$, $p$, $q$ and $r$ dimensionless and less dependent of the airspeed $V$, these factors are normalized by $b/2V$ and $c/2V$ respectively. The relatively small $C_{N_0}$ and $C_{m_0}$ come from the airframe asymmetry above and underneath the xz-plane of the body axis, which generate a force and (most common) a moment at zero angle of attack.

The force coefficient along body x-axis $C_T$, is not suitable for linearization around zero values since it is an even function of the states and inputs.

Linearized aerodynamics is of course only valid in a limited area around the point of linearization. Aerodynamic force coefficient linearizations are usually a good approximation; aerodynamic moments can have more nonlinear dependencies.

2.4 Gravitational forces and moments

Gravitational force for the relatively low altitudes that are relevant here is proportional to mass $m$ and earth gravitational constant $g$. 
Figure 2.10 Force generated by gravity acting on airframe mass.

The gravitational vector, which is naturally expressed along the inertial system $z$-axis, is rotated to be expressed in the body system as follows:

$$
\overrightarrow{F_g} = T_{ib}^T \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
mg
\end{pmatrix} = mg \begin{pmatrix}
-\sin \theta \\
\sin \Phi \cos \theta \\
\cos \Phi \cos \theta
\end{pmatrix} = m \begin{pmatrix}
g_x \\
g_y \\
g_z
\end{pmatrix}
$$

(2.24)

No body system moments will be created by the gravitational force since the body coordinate system origin is positioned in the center of gravity.
2.5 Propulsion forces and moments

In Figure 2.11 the force generated by the propulsion is shown together with its lever arm to the center of gravity.

The moment generated by the propulsion becomes:

\[ \vec{M}_p = \vec{r}_p \times \vec{F}_p \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.25)

where \( \vec{r}_p \) is the vector from center of gravity to the point at which the propulsion force acts.

The propulsion force is often aligned with the body x-axis for fighter aircraft and missiles, so moments generated around the center of gravity are small. This is assumed to be the case so that the propulsion reduces to a scalar denoted \( T \) holding the magnitude of the thrust vector.

2.6 State equation details

Now state equations on element form (as opposed to vector expressions) can be calculated. These equations will be used to create feedforward as well as feedback and will display how the state dynamics are built up and
connected. Some simplifications will be made in this section to be able to get shorter expressions and to accomplish approximated linear dynamics. Different levels of expression fidelity will be created that can be used for design decisions later on. However, when using the motion expressions in the simulation model, full state equations according to Section 2.2 will be used.

Expressing velocity derivative \( \dot{v} = m^{-1} \vec{F} - \vec{\omega} \times \vec{v} \) and angular velocity derivative \( \dot{\vec{\omega}} = I_i^{-1}(\vec{M} + \vec{\omega} \times I_i \vec{\omega}) \) together with change of variables according to (2.19) gives the following time derivatives expressions for the system state \( x \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{v} & = \frac{1}{m}(F_x \cos \alpha \cos \beta + F_y \sin \beta + F_z \sin \alpha \cos \beta) \\
\dot{\alpha} & = \frac{1}{mV \cos \beta}(-F_x \sin \alpha + F_y \cos \alpha + q - (p \cos \alpha + r \sin \alpha) \tan \beta) \\
\dot{\beta} & = \frac{1}{mV}(-F_x \cos \alpha \sin \beta + F_y \cos \beta - F_z \sin \alpha \sin \beta) - r \cos \alpha + p \sin \alpha \\
\dot{q} & = \begin{pmatrix}
I_x & -I_{xy} & -I_{xz} \\
-I_{xy} & I_y & -I_{yz} \\
-I_{xz} & -I_{yz} & I_z
\end{pmatrix}^{-1} \begin{pmatrix}
M_x + (I_y - I_z)qr + I_{xz}pq + I_{yz} (q^2 - r^2) - I_{xy} pr \\
M_y + (I_z - I_x)pr + I_{xy} qr + I_{yz} (r^2 - p^2) - I_{xz} pq \\
M_z + (I_x - I_y)pr + I_{xy} qr + I_{yz} (p^2 - q^2) - I_{xz} qr
\end{pmatrix} \\
\dot{\rho} & = \begin{pmatrix}
-1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & -1
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
M_x + (I_y - I_z)qr + I_{xz}pq + I_{yz} (q^2 - r^2) - I_{xy} pr \\
M_y + (I_z - I_x)pr + I_{xy} qr + I_{yz} (r^2 - p^2) - I_{xz} pq \\
M_z + (I_x - I_y)pr + I_{xy} qr + I_{yz} (p^2 - q^2) - I_{xz} qr
\end{pmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

([1] p.105)

In (2.26) force elements \( F_{x,y,z} \) and moment elements \( M_{x,y,z} \) are the sum of terms from aerodynamics, gravity and propulsion in Section 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 respectively.

State relations of (2.26) for \( \alpha \) and \( q \) are called the short period longitudinal mode of the system. Relations for \( \beta, p \) and \( r \) are called the lateral mode.
To take one step towards linearization around zero of angle of attack/sideslip, trigonometric expressions are approximated by \( \cos \alpha = 1 \) and products “\( \sin \alpha \sin \beta = 0 \)” etc., so that (2.26) becomes:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\dot{V}
\
\dot{\alpha}
\
\dot{\beta}
\
\dot{p}
\
\dot{q}
\
\dot{r}
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{T - q_d S C_T}{m} g_x + \left( -\frac{q_d S C_c}{m} + g_y \right) \sin \beta + \left( -\frac{q_d S C_N}{m} + g_z \right) \sin \alpha \\
q - \frac{q_d S}{m V} C_N - p \tan \beta + \frac{1}{V} \left( g_z - \frac{T - q_d S C_T}{m} + g_x \right) \sin \alpha \\
- \frac{q_d S}{m V} C_c + p \sin \alpha + \frac{1}{V} \left( g_y - \frac{T - q_d S C_T}{m} + g_x \right) \sin \beta \\
\frac{1}{I_x - I_{xz}} \left( q_d S h \left( C_l + \frac{I_{xz}}{I_x} C_n \right) + \left( I_y - I_z - \frac{I_z^2}{I_x} \right) qr + I_{xz} \left( 1 + \frac{I_x - I_y}{I_z} \right) pq \right) \\
\frac{q_d S c}{I_y} \left( I_x - I_{xz} \right) - I_y - I_z \left( I_y \right) pq + I_{xz} \left( r^2 - p^2 \right) \\
\frac{1}{I_z - I_{xz}} \left( q_d S h \left( C_n + \frac{I_{xz}}{I_x} C_l \right) + \left( I_x - I_y + \frac{I_x^2}{I_y} \right) pq - I_{xz} \left( 1 + \frac{I_z - I_y}{I_x} \right) qr \right)
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(2.27)

where aerodynamic coefficients \( C_{N,C,l,m,n} \) follow (2.23) and gravity components in body system \( g_{x,y,z} \) are defined in (2.24).

In order to simplify the inverse of the moment of inertia tensor \( I_i \) somewhat in (2.27), elements \( I_{xy} \) and \( I_{yz} \) have been assumed negligible. This is possible since symmetric mass distribution in body xy and yz-planes often are at hand for aerial vehicles [1].

### 2.7 Atmospheric model

A standard atmospheric model according to ISA, (ISO 2533:1975) is used. In this model a static air-pressure \( p_{s0} \) and a temperature \( T_0 \) at sea-level as a starting point. It is then assumed that the temperature drop at a rate \( \frac{\Delta T}{\Delta H} \) as altitude above sea-level increase. This temperature drop continues up to 11 km altitude and from there on the temperature is constant. This will give an atmospheric model that is a relevant approximation for this application up to at least 20 km altitude.

So temperature \( T \) depends on altitude \( H \) according to:

\[
T = T_0 - L_H H \quad H \leq 11000 \text{m}
\]

\[
T = T_0 - L_H H_{11} \quad H > 11000 \text{m}
\]

(2.28)

where \( L_H = 0.0065^\circ \text{K/m} \) and \( H_{11} = 11000 \text{ m} \).
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It is further assumed that the pressure drop with altitude follows:

\[
\frac{dp_s}{dH} = -\rho g
\]

\[p_s = \rho RT\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.29)

where \(g = 9.82 \text{ m/s}^2\) is the earth gravitational constant, \(R\) is the specific gas constant for dry air, holding a value of \(R = 286.9 \text{ m}^2/\text{s}^2/\text{K}\) and \(\rho\) is the air density at altitude \(H\).

No difference is made between geopotential altitude and geometric altitude. Up to 20 km altitude, gravity is assumed to be constant.

This assumption of temperature decrease and pressure decrease with altitude, together with a setting of static pressure \(p_{s0}\) and temperature \(T_0\) at sea-level gives the following explicit static pressure \(p_s\) at altitude \(H\):

\[p_s = p_{s0} \left( \frac{T_0 - L_H H}{T_0} \right)^{\frac{g}{L_H R}} \quad H \leq 11000\text{m} \]

\[p_s = p_{s11} e^{\frac{(H_{11} - H)}{T_{11} R}} \quad H > 11000\text{m} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.30)

where parameters \(p_{s11}\) and \(T_{11}\) are static pressure and temperature at 11 km altitude (found from the low altitude expressions evaluated at an altitude of 11 km).

With static pressure \(p_s\) and temperature \(T\) expressed for different altitudes, the air density \(\rho\) and the speed of sound \(a\), can be obtained by:

\[\rho = \frac{p_s}{RT}\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.31)

\[a = \sqrt{\kappa RT}\]

where \(\kappa = 7/5\) is the adiabatic index for a diatomic gas such as air.

The quotient between the airspeed \(V\) and the speed of sound \(a\) defines the Mach number \(M\) so that:

\[M = \frac{V}{a}\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.32)
2.8 Control surfaces and actuator models

Actuators used to manipulate the aerodynamic control surfaces have dynamics which are modeled by a second order system with states for angular position and angular rate. Saturations in angular acceleration, rate and position are incorporated into the model. A real physical actuator is a complex control system in itself, the model created here will capture relevant dynamics for this application.

The second order actuator system is defined by bandwidth $\omega_a$ and damping $\zeta_a$ so that:

$$\dot{\delta} = -2\zeta_a \omega_{0a} \dot{\delta} + \omega_{0a}^2 (\delta_d - \delta)$$

(2.33)

where $\delta$ is effectuated angular deflection and $\delta_d$ is the demanded actuator deflection.

There are four actuators modeled. Two for left and right trailing edge wing elevons that are combined to achieve aileron and elevator deflections $\delta_a$ and $\delta_e$. One actuator manipulates the rudder $\delta_r$ and one manipulates the left and right connected canards $\delta_c$. Elevons, rudder and canards are displayed in blue color in Figure 2.12. There are often additional actuators and corresponding control surfaces present in a real configuration (such as the ones in red color in Figure 2.12) but this model is adequately modeling the short term behavior in most scenarios [1] and [39].

Figure 2.12 Control surfaces in blue, actuated to control the short period pitch and lateral roll-yaw dynamics of the aircraft.
Each actuator has a hard stop saturation in positive and negative angular position as implemented by the rightmost integrator in Figure 2.13 below. The demand is limited at the input, so that the hard stop is not reached, this limit will also make the model act better after position integrator limitation. There are also angular rate saturations that limit the maximum rate that can be achieved (in the leftmost integrator of Figure 2.13). Angular acceleration is also limited, corresponding to an amplitude limit in the torque of the motor.

Figure 2.13 Block diagram of actuator model used in simulations.
3 Aircraft Control

Using the derived dynamic model of the aircraft, a controller can be designed that will make the aircraft follow pilot demands by giving control demands to the actuators which move the control surfaces of the aircraft.

The control objective is to follow demands in roll rate, angle of attack and angle of sideslip. In an aircraft positive/negative roll rate demand is proportional to right/left pilot stick deflection and positive angle of attack demand corresponds to the pilot pulling the stick backwards [1]. Angle of sideslip is demanded by pushing foot-pedals to the right and to the left.

Control will be designed according to Figure 3.1 using a linear state feedback $L$ as a baseline controller. Feedforward from reference signals $FF$ will be added to reduce known effects in order to make the nominal system together with the linear state feedback act similar to the desired reference dynamics. An adaptive controller will be augmented to the baseline controller and different characteristics of these two designs (with and without the adaptive controller) will be examined.

![Figure 3.1](image)

3.1 Linear dynamics

A linearization of the flight dynamics is made in order to create adequate reference systems for adaptive controllers. Reference systems will also be
used to design a corresponding linear state feedback and to design feedforward signals from pilot demands.

Expressions from Section 2.1 will be linearized around zero angle of attack/sideslip. One state space equation for the pitch dynamics and one for the roll-yaw dynamics will be created assuming that the airspeed is maintained by the propulsion and also assuming linear aerodynamics as in (2.23).

There are no linear dependencies between the states of these two models (pitch vs. roll-yaw) and therefore no (linear) information will be lost even though the dynamics are split into two separate parts. Couplings from the roll-yaw motion to the pitch motion are nonlinear around zero values, due to the symmetry of the airframe. That is, couplings from sideslip to pitch motion is the same from both a right and left flat-turn and therefore nonlinear.

Coefficients related to angle of attack/sideslip time derivatives:

\[ C_{Na}, C_{ma}, C_{Cp}, C_{n\beta} \] (3.1)

have been left out in this section. They could be incorporated but would result in more complicated algebraic expressions. When the linearization is done numerically, to generate controllers for simulations in Section 4, coefficients related to angle of attack/sideslip time derivatives are included in the design and therefore (nominally) compensated for. Full expressions, including all aerodynamic coefficients, are presented in Appendix.

**Linear Pitch dynamics**

In pitch motion there is one input from elevator deflection \( \delta_e \) that affects two states: angle of attack \( \alpha \) and nose-up angular rate \( q \).

The linearized pitch dynamics will use the following state space form:

\[
\dot{x}_p = A_p x_p + B_p \delta_e
\] (3.2)

Linearized pitch dynamics from (2.27), matrix elements expressed:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\dot{\alpha} \\
\dot{q}
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{-q_d S}{mV} C_{Na} & 1 - \frac{q_d Sc}{2mV^2} C_{Nq} \\
q_d Sc I_y C_{ma} & \frac{q_d Sc^2}{2I_y V} C_{mq}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
\alpha \\
q
\end{pmatrix} +
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{-q_d S}{mV} C_{N\delta_e} \\
\frac{q_d Sc I_y}{I_y} C_{m\delta_e}
\end{pmatrix} \delta_e
\] (3.3)
Linear Roll-Yaw dynamics

In roll-yaw motion there are two inputs, aileron $\delta_a$ and rudder $\delta_r$, that affect three states $p$, $\beta$ and $r$.

The linearized roll-yaw dynamics will use the following state space form:

$$
\dot{x}_y = A_y x_y + B_y \begin{pmatrix} \delta_a \\ \delta_r \end{pmatrix} \tag{3.4}
$$

Matrix elements expressed for linearized roll-yaw dynamics from (2.27), where some simplifications are made since $I_{xz}$ is small compared to diagonal elements in $I$, as in [1], p.194:

$$
\begin{pmatrix} p \\ \beta \\ r \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{q_d S b^2}{2 I_x V} \left( C_{p, + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{n_p}} \right) & \frac{q_d S b}{I_x} \left( C_{p, + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{n_p}} \right) & \frac{q_d S b^2}{2 I_x V} \left( C_{p, + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{n_r}} \right) \\
-\frac{q_d S b}{2 m V^2} C_{C, p} & -\frac{q_d S}{m V} C_{C, p} & -1 - \frac{q_d S b}{2 m V^2} C_{C, r} \\
\frac{q_d S b^2}{2 I_x V} \left( C_{n_p, + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{n_p}} \right) & \frac{q_d S b}{I_x} \left( C_{n_p, + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{n_p}} \right) & \frac{q_d S b^2}{2 I_x V} \left( C_{n_r, + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{n_r}} \right)
\end{pmatrix}\begin{pmatrix} p \\ \beta \\ r \end{pmatrix} \tag{3.5}
$$

$$
+ \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{q_d S b}{I_x} \left( C_{\delta, + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{n\delta}} \right) & \frac{q_d S b}{I_x} \left( C_{\delta, + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{n\delta}} \right) \\
- \frac{q_d S}{m V} C_{C, \delta_p} & - \frac{q_d S}{m V} C_{C, \delta_p} \\
\frac{q_d S b}{I_z} \left( C_{n\delta, + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{n\delta}} \right) & \frac{q_d S b}{I_z} \left( C_{n\delta, + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{n\delta}} \right)
\end{pmatrix}\begin{pmatrix} \delta_a \\ \delta_r \end{pmatrix}
$$

3.2 Reference system design

The linear system derived for pitch and roll-yaw motion will be used to create reference systems with desired dynamics. Reference systems are needed for most adaptive control designs such as in [5] and [23]. Open-loop system dynamics achieved for aerial vehicles of today are often poorly damped and sometimes deliberately unstable so they cannot be used as a reference for desired dynamics straight away. (This in contrast to the old direct-stick-to-surface days, where an open-loop system was designed which had manageable properties, because a man in the loop was the only controller, the Wright Flyer being a notable exception, man-in-the-loop control with unstable pitch dynamics)
Reference system creation is done by designing a linear state feedback which places the poles of the system so that desired, yet achievable, dynamics are realized. This way an arbitrary aerial vehicle, with properties that can be linearized, can be applied by this method.

This linear state feedback will also form an inner loop together with the augmented adaptive controller. This, together with feedforward from reference, will create a system that nominally does not activate the adaptive controller. This is the case since the reference model in the adaptive controller and the system, as it appears to the adaptive controller, nominally has equal dynamics (if actuator dynamics is negligible, otherwise see Section 3.5). The adaptive controller will then only act on (unavoidable) imperfections in the system consisting of the flight dynamics, controlled by the state feedback, aided by the feedforward.

**Pitch dynamics**

The goal is to find a parameter, related to the nominal flight dynamics, which will make it possible to scale reference systems suitable to the present flight conditions. First a fundamental characteristic of the pitch motion is found. Then this characteristic is used to decide a linear state feedback that creates a reference system that is fast and yet reachable.

**Pitch dynamics, open-loop**

To find fundamental dynamics of the pitch motion, the moment coefficient related to angle of attack is set to zero. Setting $C_{m_\alpha} = 0$ in the linearized pitch dynamics (3.3) results in the lower left element in the state matrix being zero as in:

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
\dot{\alpha} \\
\dot{q}
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{-q_d S}{m V} C_{N_a} & 1 - \frac{q_d S c}{2 m V^2} C_{N_q} \\
0 & \frac{q_d S^2}{2 I_y V} C_{m_q}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
\alpha \\
q
\end{pmatrix} +
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{-q_d S}{m V} C_{N_\delta_e} \\
\frac{q_d S c}{I_y} C_{m_\delta_e}
\end{pmatrix} \delta_e
$$

(3.6)

This corresponds to that aerodynamic force due to angle of attack acts through the center of gravity and will display fundamental characteristics of the pitch motion.
With $C_{mα} = 0$ the inverse of the two diagonal elements in $A_p$ become the eigenvalues of the matrix and equivalently the poles of the system. Now two time constants are defined in relation to these poles as follows:

$$T_{xp} = \frac{1}{q_d S C_{Nα}}$$
$$τ_{op} = -\frac{1}{q_d S C_{mα}^2}$$

(3.7)

These time constants define the position of the systems two poles when $C_{mα} = 0$ as seen in the Figure 3.2 root locus.

![Figure 3.2 Root locus of pitch dynamics as $C_{mα}$ goes from 0 to negative and from 0 to positive values.](image)

As $C_{mα}$ goes to large negative values the poles will meet and form a complex-conjugated pair that follows the dashed line with negative and positive imaginary values. As $C_{mα}$ goes to positive values, one pole goes in to the right half-plane (destabilizing the configuration) and the other goes further into the left half-plane. Using linear state feedback from $α$ to $δ_e$ can be seen as manipulating the value of $C_{mα}$ to move pole positions and when
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adding feedback from angular rate $q$ the poles can be placed even more arbitrary.

This fundamental line, in-between the poles, is defined by its distance to the imaginary axis and gives information about the rise-time that can be expected from the system. The distance to the imaginary axis is:

$$\Delta = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{T_{sp}} + \frac{1}{\tau_{op}} \right)$$

and this distance will be used to place poles for the reference system later on.

Possible rise-time of the system is of course also defined by the available control signal amplitude, in this case aerodynamic control surface deflection. It is most often the case and it is assumed here, that in these aeronautical applications, the control surface deflection amplitude and efficiency is designed from the start to be sufficient for normal maneuver amplitudes, so that the poles in Figure 3.2 characterize the possible system performance.

Also actuator dynamics play a role in possible speedup of system dynamics. It is assumed that actuator dynamics are faster than the flight dynamics poles that are placed by state feedback in these applications, so they can be neglected in a large part of the airspeed and altitude envelope. In regions of the envelope with high dynamic pressure, actuator dynamics could limit the possible reference bandwidth.

**Pitch reference dynamics and linear state feedback**

A relevant reference system will be created by using the nominal dynamics with an applied state feedback. This feedback should give fast dynamics while respecting the natural dynamics set by the physical design. A feedback gain will be created by speeding up the system using the distance $\Delta$ in Figure 3.2 and scale this “angular frequency” by a parameter denoted $P_{factor}$.

Linear state feedback will be applied:

$$\delta_e = -L_p \begin{pmatrix} \alpha \\ q \end{pmatrix} = -\begin{pmatrix} l_1 & l_2 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \alpha \\ q \end{pmatrix}$$

(3.9)
The closed-loop system will have the following state space matrix $A_{mp}$ which will be given desired eigenvalues:

$$A_{mp} = A_p - B_p L_p = \begin{pmatrix} a_{11} - b_1 l_1 & a_{12} - b_1 l_2 \\ a_{21} - b_2 l_1 & a_{22} - b_2 l_2 \end{pmatrix}$$  \hspace{50pt} (3.10)$$

The poles given by $-1/T_{sp}$ and $-1/\tau_{op}$ are moved from their original positions (black), to positions further into the left half plane (blue), as illustrated in Figure 3.3.

![Figure 3.3](image)

Figure 3.3 Poles of the reference system, moved by the feedback into desired position.

This task is started by expressing dynamics, in the parameters $\omega_{0p}$ and $\zeta_p$ for pole assignment (in Figure 3.3). This new parameterized system is expressed in state-space form and it will be possible to decide how to choose an $L_p$ that gives the desired dynamics by identifying elements in $A_{mp}$. Parameters will also be added to express zeros and steady-state gains of the system, denoted $\omega_{1p}$ and $\tau_{sp}$. 
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The transfer function from control signal $\delta_c$ to angle of attack $\alpha$, using parameters related to poles and zeros is:

$$\alpha(s) = K_{gp}^{-1} \frac{s}{s^2 + 2\zeta_p \frac{s}{\omega_0^2} + 1} \delta_e(s)$$

(3.11)

where $K_{gp}$ parameterizes the inverse of the steady-state gain from $\delta_e$ to $\alpha$.

This will later on lead to dynamics from demanded angle of attack $\alpha_d$ to controlled angle $\alpha$ according to:

$$\alpha(s) = \frac{s}{s^2 + 2\zeta_p \frac{s}{\omega_0^2} + 1} \alpha_d(s)$$

(3.12)

The transfer function from control signal $\delta_e$ to pitch angular rate $q$ becomes:

$$q(s) = K_{gp}^{-1} \frac{s + \frac{1}{\tau_{sp}}}{s^2 + 2\zeta_p \frac{s}{\omega_0^2} + 1} \delta_e(s)$$

(3.13)

These transfer functions also give the following relation between $\alpha$ and $q$, independent of $\delta_c$:

$$\alpha(s) = \frac{s^2 + 1}{s^2 + \frac{1}{\tau_{sp}}} q(s)$$

(3.14)
which shows that the steady-state gain between \( \alpha \) and \( q \) is governed by the parameter \( \tau_{sp} \). This parameter, the so called turning rate time constant ([9] p.489), will be unaffected by feedback and is closely related to \( T_{sp} \) in (3.7):

\[
\tau_{sp} = T_{sp} \left( 1 - \frac{C_{ma} C_{N\delta_e}}{C_{Na} C_{m\delta_e}} \right)^{-1}
\]

(3.15)

where the factor which scales \( T_{sp} \) compensate for the trim gain or trim loss depending on the magnitude and positions at which the force due to angle of attack and control surfaces act on the body as mentioned in Section 2.3.

Also the parameter \( \omega_{1p} \) will be unaffected by feedback and it is related to elements in \( A_p \) and \( B_p \) according to:

\[
\omega_{1p} = \frac{a_{12} b_2}{b_1} - a_{22}
\]

(3.16)

Expressed in these parameters, state-space for the pitch motion becomes:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\dot{\alpha} \\
\dot{q}
\end{pmatrix} = k_p \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{1}{\tau_{sp}} + \frac{2\zeta_p \omega_{0p}}{\tau_{sp}} - \omega_{0p}^2 & \frac{1}{\omega_{1p}} \left( \frac{2\zeta_p \omega_{0p} - \omega_{0p}^2}{\omega_{1p}} \right) \\
\frac{2\zeta_p \omega_{0p}}{\tau_{sp}} - \omega_{0p}^2 - \frac{1}{\tau_{sp}^2} & \frac{1}{\tau_{sp}} - 2\zeta_p \omega_{0p} + \frac{\omega_{0p}^2}{\omega_{1p}}
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
\alpha \\
q
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(3.17)

\[
+ \omega_{0p}^2 K_{sp}^{-1} \left( \frac{1}{\omega_{1p}} \right) \delta_e, \quad k_p = \frac{1}{1 - \frac{1}{\omega_{1p} \tau_{sp}}}
\]

To get desired dynamics the following expression that scales response is defined:

\[
\omega_{0p} = p_{factor} \Delta = p_{factor} \left( \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{T_{sp}} + \frac{1}{\tau_{op}} \right) \right)
\]

(3.18)
Finally, feedback gains $L_p = (l_1 \ l_2)$ can be determined that will give the desired dynamics:

$$B_p L_p = \begin{pmatrix} b_1 l_1 & b_2 l_2 \\ b_1 l_1 & b_2 l_2 \end{pmatrix} = A_p - A_{my} \tag{3.19}$$

The expression in (3.19) is over-determined for $l_1$ and $l_2$ but thanks to the tailored parameterization in (3.17), an $L_p$ that solves the equation exactly will be found. The difference between the system’s nominal and desired $A$-matrix is in the span of the $B$-matrix.

This $p$ factor becomes a reference system tuning parameter that will work on fundamentals of the flight dynamics, it will be tuned once and then the current flight condition and airframe configuration will place the poles in suitable positions.

**Roll-Yaw dynamics**

The roll-yaw feedback is chosen in a similar way to the pitch feedback. That is, fundamental characteristics of the flight dynamics are found and this is used to speed up the dynamics to a desired degree. In roll-yaw there are three poles to be placed. Two poles from yaw motion are similar to the ones in pitch. One additional pole comes from the roll motion, a first-order system with a stable pole.

Linear state feedback will be applied:

$$\begin{pmatrix} \delta_a \\ \delta_r \end{pmatrix} = -L_y \begin{pmatrix} p \\ \beta \\ r \end{pmatrix} \tag{3.20}$$

and a feedback gain $L_y$ will be created so that:

$$A_{my} = A_y - B_y L_y \tag{3.21}$$

gets desired dynamics.

This is done by setting elements of the state space matrix $A_{my}$ to desired values:

$$A_{my} = \begin{pmatrix} a_{11} - b_{11} l_{11} - b_{12} l_{21} & a_{12} - b_{11} l_{12} - b_{12} l_{22} & a_{13} - b_{11} l_{13} - b_{12} l_{23} \\ a_{21} - b_{21} l_{11} - b_{22} l_{21} & a_{22} - b_{21} l_{12} - b_{22} l_{22} & a_{23} - b_{21} l_{13} - b_{22} l_{23} \\ a_{31} - b_{31} l_{11} - b_{32} l_{21} & a_{32} - b_{31} l_{12} - b_{32} l_{22} & a_{33} - b_{31} l_{13} - b_{32} l_{23} \end{pmatrix} \tag{3.22}$$
The pitch procedure can be used for the four lower right elements of $A_{my}$, due to similar dynamics in $\alpha$ and $q$ compared to $\beta$ and $r$. The upper left element will set desired roll dynamics and finally for the four remaining elements of $A_{my}$, an $L_y$ is chosen so that these elements get zero values. This will isolate the roll motion $p$ from the yaw motion $\beta$ and $r$ (in this linear approximation).

**Roll dynamics, open-loop and reference**

Roll rate $p$ obeys the following simple equation when focusing purely on its relation to roll control input $\delta_a$ (for the moment neglecting its couplings to other states $\beta$ and $r$):

$$\dot{p} = a_{11}p + b_{11}\delta_a = \frac{q_d Sb^2}{2I_x V} C_{\delta a} p + \frac{q_d Sb}{I_x} C_{\delta a} \delta_a = -\frac{1}{\tau_{r0}} p + \frac{1}{k_{\delta0}} \delta_a \quad (3.23)$$

The desired dynamics is set by the parameter $\tau_r$:

$$\dot{p} = -\frac{1}{\tau_r} p + \frac{1}{k_{gr}} p_d \quad (3.24)$$

The open-loop dynamics will be made faster by feedback to a degree expressed by $r_{factor}$:

$$\tau_r = r_{factor} \tau_{r0} \quad (3.25)$$

This $\tau_r$ will be used create the reference system dynamics.

**Yaw dynamics, open-loop and reference**

A method analogue to what was used in pitch dynamics will be applied to the yaw dynamics, the lower right four elements of $A_{my}$.

The relations for pitch dynamics can be used after replacing all entries in equations with the corresponding yaw aerodynamics and mass properties. Similarly in this case, parameters for desired dynamics are defined and denoted $\omega_0y$ and $\zeta_y$ for poles, $\omega_{1y}$ and $\tau_{sy}$ for zeros.

With $C_{n\beta} = 0$ in this case, time constants are defined for the yaw motion as follows:

$$T_{sy} = \frac{1}{q_d S m V C_{n\beta}} \quad \tau_{oy} = -\frac{1}{q_d S b^2}{2I_y V C_{n\gamma}} \quad (3.26)$$
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Parameters corresponding to transfer function zeros will as for the pitch channel be unaffected by feedback so $\tau_{sy}$ becomes:

$$\tau_{sy} = T_{sy} \left( 1 - \frac{C_{n\beta} C_{C\delta_{r}}}{C_{C_n} C_{n\delta_{r}}} \right)^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.27)$$

and $\omega_{1y}$ will be related to elements in $A_y$ and $B_y$ according to

$$\omega_{1y} = \frac{a_{23} b_{32}}{b_{22}} - a_{33}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.28)$$

To get adequate dynamics the following factor that speeds up dynamics is defined:

$$\omega_{0y} = y_{factor} \Delta = y_{factor} \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{T_{sy}} + \frac{1}{\tau_{0y}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.29)$$

**Roll-Yaw reference dynamics and linear state feedback**

A matrix $A_{my}$ with the following values for the roll-yaw reference system will be created:

$$A_{my} = \begin{pmatrix}
-\frac{1}{\tau_{r}} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -\frac{1}{\omega_{1y} \tau_{sy}} \left( -1 + \frac{2 \zeta_{r} \omega_{0y}}{\tau_{sy}} - \omega_{0y}^2 \right) & \frac{1}{\omega_{1y} \tau_{sy}} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\omega_{1y} \tau_{sy}} \right) \\
0 & -\frac{1}{\omega_{1y} \tau_{sy}} \left( -1 + \frac{2 \zeta_{r} \omega_{0y}}{\tau_{sy}} - \omega_{0y}^2 \right) & \frac{1}{\omega_{1y} \tau_{sy}} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\omega_{1y} \tau_{sy}} \right)
\end{pmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.30)$$

Then the roll and yaw motion in (3.30) are separated by zero gains at four relevant positions. This will not always be fully achieved by a state feedback but a good approximation will be found below.

Feedback gains $L_y$ that will give the desired dynamics are determined by the following relation:

$$B_y L_y = A_y - A_{my}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.31)$$
This relation is, as for pitch, over-determined but this time a least-squares solution will give good results, as long as the first element of the second row of \( A_y \) is close to zero:

\[
A_y = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{q_d Sb^2}{2I_z V} \left( C_{r_p} + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{n_p} \right) & \frac{q_d Sb}{I_x} \left( C_{r_p} + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{n_p} \right) & \frac{q_d Sb}{2I_z V} \left( C_{r_p} + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{n_p} \right) & -1 - \frac{q_d Sb}{2mV^2} C_{C_p} \\
\frac{q_d Sb^2}{2I_z V} \left( C_{n_p} + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{r_p} \right) & \frac{q_d Sb}{I_x} \left( C_{n_p} + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{r_p} \right) & \frac{q_d Sb}{2I_z V} \left( C_{n_p} + \frac{I_x}{I_z} C_{r_p} \right) & -1 - \frac{q_d Sb}{2mV^2} C_{C_p} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(3.32)

The element that has to be small in (3.32) is usually negligible in the linear approximation that was made in Section 3.1. This corresponds to that the sideway force due to roll angular rate \( p \) is relatively small (the coefficient \( C_{C_p} \) is small). This is the case for most aerial vehicles since forces due to angular rates are small when compared to other forces.

In the nonlinear real world this \( p \) to \( \beta \) coupling is small as long as the angle of attack \( \alpha \) is close to zero as can be seen in (2.27). However \( \alpha \) cannot be assumed to be small and some effort to reduce the coupling needs to be done. In the design made here, couplings of this type are reduced by feedforward (Section 3.3) instead of feedback.

So the feedback gains \( L_y \) found by a least-squares solution will be correct from a linear point of view and other couplings will be taken care of by feedforward signals. As for pitch there will be a roll-yaw steady state gain \( K_{gy} \) that parameterizes the inverse of the static gain from \( \delta \alpha \) and \( \delta \beta \) to roll rate \( p \) and angle of sideslip \( \beta \).

**Comment on choosing the linear state feedback gain**

When choosing a state feedback gain \( L \) that will give desired linear dynamics an approximation to the following over-determined relation is done:

\[
B L = A - A_m
\]

(3.33)

In (3.33), \( A_m \) now corresponds to the desired reference dynamics and \( A \) is the state-space matrix for the roll, pitch and yaw dynamics with five states in total. \( B \) is the gain from three control surface deflections to these five state derivatives.

When the reference system is used for adaptive control, the elements in \( A_m \) that could not be cancelled out by \( L \) could be set to zero. Then the
adaptive part of the controller will reduce the undesired coupling that the linear feedback cannot cancel. This has not been necessary in the application here since non-zero elements are negligible.

If a linear combination of states and inputs are measured, so that:

\[ y_m = C_m x + D_m u \]  

as opposed to the states being measured directly, the expression in (3.33) is changed. This would be the case if linear acceleration is measured by sensors in the airframe, a common aerospace configuration.

Then the measurement could be fed back as:

\[ u = -Ly_m = -LC_m x - LD_m u \]  

which implies that:

\[ u = -(I + LD_m)^{-1} LC_m x \]  

Instead of (3.33) this would mean that the following equation:

\[ C_m B(I + LD_m)^{-1} L = A - A_m \]  

should be solved or approximated for \( L \) to find the linear feedback gain that gives desired dynamics.

**Comparison to an LQ-feedback law**

The pole-placement procedure that is carried out could be questioned with respect to its resulting controller qualities. Therefore the result of the pole placement could be compared to a linear-quadratic (LQ) feedback law which is known to give suitable controllers, especially for aeronautical applications [34].

Such comparisons have been done for the flight dynamics in this work. For a system with five poles, pole placement is equivalent to an LQ-feedback. That is, there is an equivalent feedback gain \( L \) created with LQ methodology for both pitch and roll-yaw as the one created by the \( \omega_0 \) and \( \zeta \) parameters of Figure 3.3.

For example in pitch motion of this application, a quick LQ check gives that a state weight matrix with diagonal elements 2 and 0 combined with a control signal weight of 1, creates an \( L_p \) which results in poles placed with a relative norm error of less than 10 % compared to the pole positions generated by the reference system in this application.
So using the proposed method, instead of designing a feedback gain $L$ with LQ-weighting matrices, an $L$ can be found by choosing the more intuitive parameters $\omega_{0p}$, $\zeta_p$, $\omega_{0y}$, $\zeta_y$, and $\tau_r$. This will result in similar robustness features as would be the case with LQ-design using feedback from the states $\alpha$, $\beta$, $p$, $q$ and $r$.

**Comparison to acceleration feedback control**

Linear state feedback controllers discussed so far achieve demanded angle of attack $\alpha$ and angle of sideslip $\beta$. An alternative is to control linear acceleration in body y-axis $a_y$ and z-axis $a_z$. Demand and control of such lateral and vertical acceleration is often used in missile applications.

Acceleration perpendicular to the body x-axis is in a linear view proportional to $\alpha$ and $\beta$, with the addition of smaller terms proportional to control surface deflection and angular velocity. So control of $\alpha$ is in many respects equal to body z-acceleration control and the same is valid for $\beta$ and body y-acceleration. Below it will be shown that under linear assumptions the two are equivalent.

Looking at pitch control, acceleration in z-axis $a_z$ becomes:

$$a_z = -\frac{q_d S}{m} \left( C_{N\alpha} \alpha + C_{N\delta_e} \delta_e + \frac{c}{2V} C_{N_q} q \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.38)

and this gives a relation between acceleration and angle of attack:

$$\alpha = \frac{1}{C_{N\alpha}} \left( \frac{m}{q_d S} a_z - C_{N\delta_e} \delta_e - \frac{c}{2V} C_{N_q} q \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.39)

So the control law which feeds back $\alpha$:

$$\delta_e = -l_{\alpha} \alpha - l_q q + k_{\alpha} \alpha_d$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.40)

is equivalent to the z-acceleration feedback law:

$$\delta_e = \frac{1}{1 - l_{\alpha} \frac{C_{N\delta_e}}{C_{N\alpha}}} \left( l_{\alpha} \frac{q_d S}{m C_{N\alpha}} a_z + \left( -l_q + l_{\alpha} \frac{c}{2V} C_{N_q} \right) q \right) + k_{az} a_z \hspace{1cm} (3.41)$$

$$= -l_{az} a_z - l_{qa} q + k_{az} a_z$$

So for every state feedback using $\alpha$ there is an equivalent feedback law that uses $a_z$ instead. By choosing $l_{az}$ and $l_{qa}$ according to (3.41) and feeding
back \( a \) and \( q \), a closed-loop will be created with same dynamics as the one created by instead feeding back \( \alpha \) and \( \dot{q} \) with gains \( l_{\alpha} \) and \( l_{\dot{q}} \).

This comparison between feeding back \( \alpha \) and \( \dot{q} \) indicates that results and conclusions achieved by the work done here can be used for pitch and yaw acceleration control as well. Linear dynamics will be the same for both principles. Sensitivity to noise and other imperfections will be similar but not equivalent.

The non-minimum phase of acceleration control for an aerial vehicle with tail control surfaces can be problematic; on the other hand canard control gives non-minimum phase response to angle of attack. When creating reference systems for L1 adaptive controllers a non-minimum phase zero give problems since an inversion of the reference system is taking place. Both angle of attack and acceleration control principles can have the issue of non-minimum phase depending on front and aft control surface placement. Instead of controlling acceleration in the center of gravity, controlling acceleration of a position that is in front of the center of percussion [26] provides a way to overcome non-minimum phase problems.

An advantage with acceleration control is that when maneuvering to reach a position it is natural to demand acceleration, since double integration over time connects the two. Also limits in structural and human load factor are given in acceleration, so to handle these limits, acceleration control is more convenient. On the other hand, validated aerodynamics intervals and engine air intake limits are set by angle of attack/sideslip, so this fact favors control of angle quantities. Both acceleration and angle of attack/sideslip can be measured and or estimated. So, on the whole it is necessary to keep track of both acceleration and angle of attack/sideslip [34]. One of the quantities can be chosen as the control objective and attention to the other will be necessary in any case.
3.3 Nonlinear feedforward design

Feedforward terms will be added to the control signals to compensate for five different effects.

- The feedforward will take into account deviation moments due to mass asymmetries.
- Feedforward has been chosen as the method for making it possible to perform a velocity vector roll.
- It will also reduce gravitational forces influence to angle of attack and sideslip.
- Aerodynamic drag will be compensated by adding thrust through feedforward signals.
- Compensations to counteract pitch force and moments at zero angle of attack will be designed.

These effects are mainly nonlinear and with this feedforward compensation the feedback controller will work with a system that is closer to linear as proposed in [21]. Dynamic inversion [10], [32] and backstepping [12], [33] designs use the angular velocity vector as a virtual control signal to manipulate angle of attack/sideslip, as is done in the design created here. This feedforward design exploits the particular structure of flight dynamics. An alternative method to generate feedforward signals for nonlinear systems based on the notion of flatness is given in [20].

Design of feedforward from reference signals

There are six states to consider: $V, a, \beta, p, q$ and $r$. Four control signals are available: control surface deflections $\delta_a, \delta_c, \delta_r$ and engine thrust $T$. By using that $a$ and $\beta$ over short periods of time are approximate time integrals of $q$ and $r$, good compensations will be accomplished. There will be uncompensated phenomena and the feedforward itself will create disturbances in angle of attack and angle of sideslip but a design will be made for which these effects are limited.
State deviations from the nominal system that are created by the feedforward will be subtracted from measured states before these quantities go to the feedback controllers. The feedforward control signal $\Delta u$ and the state deviations $\Delta x$ are incorporated in the design as in Figure 3.4.

![Feedforward Diagram](image)

Figure 3.4 Feedforward $FF$ generates deltas to control signal $\Delta u$ and states $\Delta x$.

To be able to compensate using feedforward, nominal system state values over time are needed. To get state values over time ($\bar{\omega}$ and $\bar{v}$), copies of reference systems for the adaptive controller are used as in (3.86). They mimic the desired behavior of the system and obtaining state values from them will make this design feedforward. Using measured states would create an additional feedback which would jeopardize the overall stability or at least make it harder to analyze and guarantee (especially since nonlinearities will be created here). However, Euler angles will be used to compensate gravity, so this will create some feedback. Euler angles are one integration level above angular velocities $\bar{\omega}$ so this feedback is slow compared to other effects created by this feedforward.

An alternative would be to design feedback controllers that would compensate for one or several of the effects dealt with in this section. Here, the feedforward approach was chosen instead of feedback, it will compensate for known effects close to the intended trajectories and the adaptive controller will take care of other effects. The dynamics together with this feedforward will nominally be linear and similar to the reference systems. So the controllers will only need to deal with imperfections from this assumption. This is suitable for adaptive controllers since they use a
reference system and are designed to reduce deviation from this reference system. By adding feedforward the parameter interval that the adaptive controllers will be left with for dealing with deviation from reference system behavior will be larger using this design. A structure will be created in which the adaptive controller output will be close to zero if no model errors are at hand, since nonlinearities are compensated for, leaving the adaptive controller with signals that are exponential time functions, corresponding to what the reference systems of the adaptive controller were designed for.

In order to generate appropriate feedforward, nominal values for how the inputs affect the system are needed. This input gain and other aerodynamic dependencies of this feedforward design will assume that a linearization can be done as in (2.23). The linear part of generating moments by control surface deflection $\bar{M}_s \delta$ obeys the equation:

$$\bar{M} = \bar{M}_0 + M_\delta \bar{\delta} = \bar{M}_0 + q_d S \begin{pmatrix} bC_{l\delta_a} & bC_{l\delta_e} & bC_{l\delta_r} \\ cC_{m\delta_a} & cC_{m\delta_e} & cC_{m\delta_r} \\ bC_{n\delta_a} & bC_{n\delta_e} & bC_{n\delta_r} \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \delta_a \\ \delta_e \\ \delta_r \end{pmatrix} \quad (3.42)$$

where $\bar{M}_0$ is a collection of moments generated by other parts than control surfaces (and nonlinear effects of control surface deflection). The matrix $M_\delta$ is invertible since creating large diagonal elements in this matrix is essential to aerodynamic control surface design. Some non-diagonal elements in $M_\delta$ are usually zero, since there are usually no linear couplings between for example pitch elevator and roll moment.

**Deviation moments**

Deviation moments can be directly compensated for by feedforward since change in angular velocity follow Euler’s equation:

$$\dot{\omega} = I_i^{-1}(\bar{M} - \bar{\omega} \times I_i \bar{\omega}) \quad (3.43)$$

where the deviation moment (the last term) is added to the moments $\bar{M}$ which can be manipulated by feedforward according to (3.42).

This means that deviation moments can be compensated by adding the following term to the actuator demand:

$$\Delta u_1 = M_\delta^{-1}(\bar{\omega} \times I_i \bar{\omega}) \quad (3.44)$$
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Here $\overrightarrow{\omega}$ elements are outputs $p$, $q$ and $r$ from reference systems with the same demands as the controller and with the added effects of compensations created from velocity vector roll rate (3.52) and gravitation (3.55).

This deviation moment feedforward term (3.44) will not create any delta effects in states $\Delta x$ so the first term is zero:

$$\Delta x_1 = \overrightarrow{0} \tag{3.45}$$

Velocity vector roll rate

Compensations will be created so that the motion will be a velocity vector roll or a “bank to turn” as it also is called (in contrast to e.g. skid to turn). A demanded roll rate will be performed around the velocity vector as opposed to the body x-axis so that angle of attack/sideslip will follow the linear dynamics that are desired. Roll rotation around an axis close to the body x-axis in Figure 3.5 would otherwise be the case since the moment that roll control surfaces naturally create is around body x-axis. This rotation solely around body x-axis would create severe nonlinear cross-couplings between $\alpha$ and $\beta$ which are undesired in many applications.

Figure 3.5 Body velocity vector $\overrightarrow{v}$ and body angular velocity vector $\overrightarrow{\omega}$.

This change of angular velocity vector, from body x-axis to velocity vector, will be accomplished by adding control surface deflections that make the angular velocity vector, corresponding to a roll rate demand, parallel to the velocity vector. The magnitude of this additional angular
velocity vector will be such that the projection onto the body x-axis will be the demanded roll rate.

When the roll angular velocity vector and velocity vector are parallel, small change in velocity vector components due to roll rate will be at hand, since the cross product will ideally be zero in Newton’s second law:

\[
\hat{v} = \frac{1}{m} \vec{F} - \Delta \vec{\omega} \times \vec{v}
\]  

(3.46)

So the first element \( p \) in \( \Delta \vec{\omega} \) will be created by the roll controller and the other two elements corresponding to additional pitch rate \( \Delta q_2 \) and yaw rate \( \Delta r_2 \) will be created by feedforward so that this vector becomes parallel to \( \vec{v} \). By expressing the velocity vector \( \vec{v} \) in \( u, \alpha \) and \( \beta \) using (2.8), the resulting angular velocity will be expressed in \( p, \alpha \) and \( \beta \), which is desired, since these are the states that are used for feedforward.

To achieve a pure bank to turn, the following cross product should be zero:

\[
\Delta \vec{\omega} \times \vec{v} = \begin{pmatrix} p \\ \Delta q_2 \\ \Delta r_2 \end{pmatrix} \times \begin{pmatrix} u \\ v \\ w \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} p \\ \Delta q_2 \\ \Delta r_2 \end{pmatrix} \times \begin{pmatrix} u \\ u \tan \beta / \cos \alpha \\ u \tan \alpha \end{pmatrix} = \vec{0}
\]  

(3.47)

so \( \Delta q_2 \) and \( \Delta r_2 \) are set to create an angular velocity vector parallel to the velocity vector:

\[
\begin{pmatrix} p \\ \Delta q_2 \\ \Delta r_2 \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} p \\ p \tan \beta / \cos \alpha \\ p \tan \alpha \end{pmatrix}
\]  

(3.48)

This change in \( \Delta q_2 \) and \( \Delta r_2 \) will be done by altering \( \vec{\omega} \) using (3.42) through changing the control surface generated moment in:

\[
\dot{\vec{\omega}} = I_i^{-1} (\vec{M}_0 + M_\delta \vec{\delta} - \vec{\omega} \times I_i \vec{\omega})
\]  

(3.49)
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So using time derivatives of $\Delta q_2$ and $\Delta r_2$ the following addition to the control signal:

$$\Delta u_2 = M_\delta^{-1}I_\delta \frac{d}{dt}\begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ p \tan \beta / \cos \alpha \\ p \tan \alpha \end{pmatrix}$$

(3.50)

will accomplish the proper compensation. This addition to the control signal will create a desired addition to $\dot{\omega}$, which will be integrated by flight dynamics over time to achieve the desired $\Delta q$ and $\Delta r$.

Time derivation of $\Delta q_2$ and $\Delta r_2$ in (3.51) could be approximated by a transfer function:

$$\frac{s}{\omega_a + 1}$$

(3.51)

where $\omega_a$ is the bandwidth of the actuator system. This transfer function will create time derivatives of signals up to an angular frequency close to $\omega_a$, any effort to feed signals forward beyond that bandwidth will be attenuated by the actuator anyway.

The added angular velocity due to this feedforward is:

$$\Delta x_2 = \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ \Delta q_2 \\ \Delta r_2 \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ p \tan \beta / \cos \alpha \\ p \tan \alpha \end{pmatrix}$$

(3.52)

so this quantity are subtracted from system states before being used in the controller. If not, the feedback part of the controller would reduce these elements $\Delta q_2$ and $\Delta r_2$ that are created by feedforward.

This compensation will create forces $\vec{F}$ that will disturb the angle of attack/sideslip but these deviations will be relatively small, since forces generated by control surface deflection and angular rates are small compared to the ones generated by e.g. angle of attack/sideslip.

**Gravitation effects on angle of attack and sideslip**

Compensation will be made so that the *change* in projection of the gravity vector onto the body system will not affect the control objective. In other words, even though the attitude changes over time and the force due to
gravity is inertial, workload will be taken off controllers in keeping the angle of attack/sideslip constant. No effort will be made here to counteract the constant effect of gravity, (for example to maintain altitude).

Angle of attack/sideslip derivative expressions in (2.27) will give input to what needs to be added to body rates \( q \) and \( r \) to compensate for gravity in (3.53).

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\dot{\alpha} \\
\dot{\beta}
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
q - \frac{q_d S}{m V} C_N - p \tan \beta + \frac{g}{V} \cos \Phi \cos \theta \\
-r - \frac{q_d S}{m V} C_C + p \sin \alpha + \frac{g}{V} \sin \Phi \cos \theta
\end{pmatrix}
\] (3.53)

To compensate for that gravity will affect \( \dot{\alpha} \) and \( \dot{\beta} \), the same method as for a velocity vector roll is used. Additional rates \( \Delta q_3 \) and \( \Delta r_3 \) are used as virtual control signals to keep angle of attack/sideslip rates follow the linear dynamics that is desired.

Change in \( \Delta q_3 \) and \( \Delta r_3 \) will as for a velocity vector roll be done by altering \( \dot{\omega} \) using (3.42). So setting \( \Delta q_3 \) and \( \Delta r_3 \) to the corresponding last term in (3.53) and generating time derivatives of these quantities, the following addition to the control signal:

\[
\Delta u_3 = M_\delta^{-1} I_i \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
-\frac{g}{V} \cos \Phi \cos \theta \\
\frac{g}{V} \sin \Phi \cos \theta
\end{pmatrix}
\] (3.54)

will compensate for gravity effects coming from that the attitude changes over time.

The time derivation in (3.54) could again be approximated using the transfer function in (3.51).

The added pitch and yaw rates due to this gravity compensation will be:

\[
\Delta x_3 = \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
\Delta q_3 \\
\Delta r_3
\end{pmatrix} = \frac{g}{V} \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
-\cos \Phi \cos \theta \\
\sin \Phi \cos \theta
\end{pmatrix}
\] (3.55)
so this quantity will be subtracted from the states before being used in feedback controllers.

The natural equilibrium point (constant states) that will be maintained by this design is zero angle of attack. In this case gravity will accelerate the body downwards by an amount corresponding to the gravity constant $g$ and rotate the velocity vector downwards with an angular rate $g/V$ accordingly. At this equilibrium, the body will rotate with a nose down rate corresponding to the rate at which the velocity vector is rotated by gravity. As the attitude changes, these angular rates will be projected to the $y$ and $z$-axis of the body coordinate system according to the last terms of (3.53).

Another natural equilibrium point for an aerial vehicle is straight and level flight. During straight and level flight an angle of attack is maintained to counteract gravity and angle of sideslip and angular rates are zero. To maintain straight and level flight will be considered a guidance problem in this design. That is, the pilot or an altitude autopilot will be used to demand an appropriate nose up quantity to the controller that is designed.

**Drag and gravity effects on airspeed**

Aerodynamic drag effects will be compensated by adding propulsion thrust so that airspeed is maintained even though the motion effectuates angle of attack/sideslip demands. When angle of attack/sideslip is generated airspeed is reduced due to induced drag. Induced drag comes from that a large part of aerodynamic body forces ($q_dSC_C$ and $q_dSC_N$) are generated in a plane perpendicular to the body $x$-axis, not perpendicular to the velocity vector. Because of this property a significant part of the aerodynamic forces project onto the negative direction of the velocity vector and create induced drag. Also the gravity vector project onto the direction of the velocity vector and will be compensated for by feedforward thrust alteration.

According to (2.26) the change in airspeed $V$ over time follows:

$$
\dot{V} = \frac{1}{m} \left( F_x \cos \alpha \cos \beta + F_y \sin \beta + F_z \sin \alpha \cos \beta \right) \quad (3.56)
$$
where force elements are:

\[
\begin{align*}
F_x &= T - q_d S C_T - mg \sin \theta \\
F_y &= -q_d S C_C + mg \sin \Phi \cos \theta \\
F_z &= -q_d S C_N + mg \cos \Phi \cos \theta 
\end{align*}
\] (3.57)

By adding a feedforward term to the thrust \( T \) denoted \( \Delta T \), aerodynamic and gravity effects can be reduced. It is assumed that the nominal thrust is set to counteract the zero incidence drag, \( q_d S C_T \). So \( \Delta T \) will compensate for the other terms that affect airspeed in (3.56).

The following addition \( \Delta T \) to the thrust demand will nominally keep airspeed constant:

\[
\Delta T = q_d S \left( C_C \frac{\tan \beta}{\cos \alpha} + C_N \tan \alpha \right) + mg \frac{\sin \gamma}{\cos \alpha \cos \beta}
\] (3.58)

where \( \gamma \) is the climb angle, the elevation angle of the velocity vector above the horizontal plane (the \( xy \)-plane of the inertial system). This angle \( \gamma \) is related to angle of attack/sideslip and Euler angles according to:

\[
\sin \gamma = \sin \theta \cos \alpha \cos \beta - \cos \theta \left( \sin \Phi \sin \beta + \cos \Phi \sin \alpha \cos \beta \right)
\] (3.59)

**Compensating force and moment at zero angle of attack**

At zero angle of attack there are usually small aerodynamic forces and moments acting in the pitch channel. This is due to asymmetry of the airframe above compared to underneath the \( xz \)-plane of the body axis. The zero force coefficient \( C_{N_0} \) and the moment coefficient \( C_{m_0} \) in (2.23) will be compensated so that zero angle of attack is maintained. Small compensations in pitch rate and elevator deflections will be made assuming linear aerodynamics.

If zero \( \alpha \) is desired as steady state in:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\dot{\alpha} \\
\dot{\theta}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
q - \frac{q_d S}{mV} \left( C_{N_0} + C_{N_\alpha} \alpha + C_{N_\delta_\alpha} \delta_e + \frac{c}{2V} \left( C_{N_q} q + C_{N_\alpha} \dot{\alpha} \right) \right) \\
\frac{q_d S b}{I_y} \left( C_{m_0} + C_{m_\alpha} \alpha + C_{m_\delta_\alpha} \delta_e + \frac{c}{2V} \left( C_{m_q} q + C_{m_\alpha} \dot{\alpha} \right) \right)
\end{pmatrix}
\] (3.60)
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the solution in pitch rate \( q \) and elevator \( \delta_e \) becomes:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
q_0 \\
\delta_{e_0}
\end{pmatrix} = \left( 1 - \frac{q_d S c}{2mV^2} C_{Nq} - \frac{q_d S}{mV} C_{N\delta_e} \right)^{-1} \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{q_d S}{mV} C_{N_0} \\
\frac{q_d S c}{2I_y V} C_{m_q} - \frac{q_d S}{I_y} C_{m_{\delta_e}}
\end{pmatrix}
\tag{3.61}
\]

so the constant feedforward control signal to maintain zero \( \alpha \) is:

\[
\Delta u_5 = \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
\delta_{e_0}
\end{pmatrix}
\tag{3.62}
\]

and the constant deviation in pitch rate to maintain zero \( \alpha \) becomes:

\[
\Delta x_5 = \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
q_0 \\
0
\end{pmatrix}
\tag{3.63}
\]

**Feedforward summary**

Now the sought addition to the control signal \( \Delta u \) and state deviation \( \Delta x \) can be added up of terms \( \Delta u_i \) and \( \Delta x_i \). Also, an addition to the thrust demand, \( \Delta T \) has been obtained.

The linearized aerodynamic moment expression has a component that is dependent on the angular velocity as expressed by the last term in:

\[
\bar{M} = M_0 + M_{\delta} \bar{\delta} + M_{\alpha} \bar{\alpha}
\tag{3.64}
\]

This is a small effect but the adding the term \( M_{\omega} \bar{\omega} \) to the feedforward signal compensates for this resistance to angular rates. This is done in the implemented and simulated design of the feedforward compensation.
It could be mentioned that if there is a spin vector and a corresponding mass inertia from a rotor in the propulsion (e.g. jet engine) that is significant, this effect could be compensated the same way as was made for mass inertia effects. The spin corresponds to the last term in the expression:

$$\dot{\omega} = I_i^{-1}(\bar{M} - \omega \times I_i\omega - I_{sx}\omega \times \bar{s})$$

(3.65)

that could be compensated by feedforward. $I_{sx}$ is a scalar corresponding to the rotor mass inertia and $\bar{s}$ is an angular velocity vector expressing the rotor spin relative body system coordinates. So an addition:

$$M_\delta^{-1}(I_{sx}\omega \times \bar{s})$$

(3.66)

to the feedforward signal would compensate for propulsion rotor spin.

To get a steady state roll angle that corresponds to the time integral of the roll rate demand, an addition to the state deviation $\Delta x$ has been implemented. This addition to the roll rate $p$ will be activated if the achieved roll angle $\Phi$ does not correspond to the time integral of the roll rate demand. This is done in order to get comparable diagrams and visualizations of the flight. The compensation is not activated over short periods, it will e.g. make the motion slowly roll to wings level in cases where the roll rate demand is not followed perfectly. It has also been incorporated in order to be at correct attitude for an upcoming roll demand with the intended start conditions.

### 3.4 L1 adaptive controller

An L1 adaptive controller will be augmented (added) to the design. The L1-controller will be used in an outer loop, where the inner loop has the flight dynamics as it is controlled by a linear state feedback with the additions of the feedforward from reference as in Figure 3.7. This inner loop dynamics will nominally have equal dynamics to the reference system dynamics that is used in the L1-controller.

In this application an L1 adaptive controller of piecewise constant type is applied to a pitch-unstable fighter aircraft. Piecewise constant refers to that the controller is sampled; it internally operates in discrete time and produces parameter estimates that are piecewise constant. These controllers use the system state as controller input and can compensate for matched and unmatched disturbances. Analysis and evaluation of L1-
controllers are performed together with comparisons to a typical linear state feedback control. Piecewise constant L1-controllers are fully defined in [6] Section 3.3.

**Piecewise constant L1-controller design**

The piecewise constant L1-controller uses a state predictor, an adaptation law and a control law according to:

**State predictor:**
\[
\dot{x}(t) = A_m \dot{x}(t) + B_m (u(t) + \dot{\sigma}_1(t)) + B_{um} \dot{\sigma}_2(t) \quad \text{(3.67)}
\]

**Adaptation law:**
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\sigma}_1(t) \\
\dot{\sigma}_2(t)
\end{bmatrix} = M(\dot{x}(kT_s) - x(kT_s)) = -B^{-1} \Phi^{-1}(T_s) e^{A_m T_s} (\dot{x}(kT_s) - x(kT_s)) \quad \text{(3.68)}
\]

where
\[
B = \begin{bmatrix} B_m & B_{um} \end{bmatrix}, \quad \Phi = A_m^{-1}(e^{A_m T_s} - I)
\]

**Control law:**
\[
u(s) = C(s) \left( K_g r(s) - \dot{\sigma}_1(s) - H_m^{-1}(s)H_{um}(s) \dot{\sigma}_2(s) \right) \quad \text{(3.69)}
\]

where
\[
H_m(s) = CH_{xm}(s) = C(sI - A_m)^{-1} B_m
\]
\[
H_{um}(s) = CH_{xum}(s) = C(sI - A_m)^{-1} B_{um}
\]

System state \(x\) and state predictor \(\dot{x}\) are vectors of equal size. The state matrix \(A_m\) sets the desired reference dynamics. A natural choice for augmentation to a linear state feedback is \(A_m = A - B_m L\), where \(A\) is the nominal linearized plant dynamics and \(L\) corresponds to the linear state feedback gain. The matrix \(C\) defines plant outputs, \(y = Cx\) that will be controlled to follow the equally sized, demand vector \(r\).

The matrix \(B_m\), given by the plant input model, is called the matched input matrix, acting on the control signal \(u\) which has the same size as \(y\) and \(r\). The matrix \(B_{um}\) is created as the null-space of \(B_m^T\) (solving the equation \(B_m^T B_{um} = 0\)) while keeping the square matrix \([B_m \ B_{um}]\) of full rank. This way an unmatched input matrix \(B_{um}\) is created orthogonal to the direction of the matched input \(B_m\). The unmatched \(B_{um}\) is not unique even
if orthogonality is specified, a $B_{um}$ with the same norm as $B_m$ was chosen to be able to compare matched and unmatched parameter estimates in the controller.

Time argument $kT_s$ in the adaptation law effectuates zero order sample and hold using index $k$ at sampling intervals $T_s$, hence the name “L1 piecewise constant”.

$H_m(s)$ is the reference transfer function from the matched input acting through $B_m$. $H_{um}(s)$ is the reference transfer function from unmatched inputs, which is how the outputs are affected in input directions that are orthogonal to the directions defined by $B_m$. This design (3.69) of creating one term in the control signal $u$ by taking the estimated unmatched error and feed it through the inverse of the matched transfer function $H_m(s)$ and the unmatched transfer function $H_{um}(s)$, creates a way to compensate for unmatched disturbances. For each element in the control input $u$ there is a matched element in $\hat{\sigma}$, unmatched elements are added so that the size of $\hat{\sigma}$ matches the total number of states. This is not unique for L1-control; the matched together with unmatched compensation could be used in other types of control designs.

The low-pass filter is realized as:

$$C(s) = \left(I + KD(s)\right)^{-1} KD(s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.70)

Bandwidth is set by $KD(s)$ which in its simplest form is a diagonal matrix $K$ and an integrator $1/s$. In the control law $K_g$ is can be set to the steady state gain:

$$K_g = -\left(CA_m^{-1}B_m\right)^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.71)

This will, in steady state, couple one reference signal to one output signal by a unity gain. For the pitch L1-controller in this application, $K_{gp}$ (a scalar) will be calculated to get correct nominal steady state gain from demanded to effectuated angle of attack. A matrix $K_{gy}$ (2 by 2 elements) will be calculated for the roll-yaw L1-controller to handle gains from demanded roll rate and demanded angle of sideslip. Roll rate and angle of sideslip motion will nominally be separated from each other as mentioned in Section 3.3.
In Figure 3.6 a block diagram of a closed-loop system with an L1-controller is presented.

Figure 3.6 Block diagram of system with L1-controller of piecewise constant type [6].

For the pitch channel the L1-controller has two components in its estimate \( \hat{\sigma} \), one matched and one unmatched. The roll-yaw L1-controller is similar, the main difference being that it has three components in \( \hat{\sigma} \), two matched corresponding to the two input directions and one unmatched. Since control surface deflections in aeronautical applications most often produce moments which result in angular velocity, body rates \( p, q \) and \( r \) correspond to the matched directions. Unmatched directions mainly correspond to angle of attack and angle of sideslip respectively.

An anti-aliasing filter where the state \( x \) enters the controller in Figure 3.6 should be considered. However, since state measurements of \( x \) are sampled at the same or a lower frequency than the sampling rate in the L1-controller, it is assumed that the sensor has anti-aliasing filters that are tuned to the output rate. Also, it is common that the state \( x \) is estimated by an observer so that the state-estimate high-frequency contents will be limited. Results presented here correspond to an implementation with estimates from a state observer.
Piecewise constant L1-controller characteristics

Consider the following system with nonlinear state dependent input disturbances represented by matched and unmatched functions $f_1$ and $f_2$:

$$\begin{align*}
\dot{x}(t) &= A_m x(t) + B_m \left( u(t) + f_1(t, x(t)) \right) + B_{um} f_2(t, x(t)) \\
y(t) &= C x(t)
\end{align*}$$

(3.72)

The reference system used in piecewise constant type of L1-control is [29]:

$$\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_{ref}(t) &= A_m x_{ref}(t) + B_m \left( u_{ref}(t) + f_1(t, x_{ref}(t)) \right) + B_{um} f_2(t, x_{ref}(t)) \\
u_{ref}(s) &= KD(s) \left( K_g r(s) - H_m^{-1}(s) C x_{ref}(s) \right) \\
y_{ref}(t) &= C x_{ref}(t)
\end{align*}$$

(3.73)

The reference system will be stable if certain limits related to the norms of $f_1$ and $f_2$ and to the norm of $KD(s)$ are fulfilled. It is proven in [6] that if the control signal is chosen as in (3.67), (3.68) and (3.69), the controlled system will follow the reference system within the following limits:

$$\begin{align*}
\| x_{ref} - x \|_{L_{\infty}} &< \gamma_1(T_s) \\
\| u_{ref} - u \|_{L_{\infty}} &< \gamma_2(T_s)
\end{align*}$$

where

$$\begin{align*}
\gamma_1(0) &= 0 \\
\gamma_2(0) &= 0
\end{align*}$$

(3.74)

The reference system follows an ideal, desired system behavior:

$$y_{id}(s) = H_m(s) K_g r(s)$$

(3.75)

closer as the following sum of transfer function L1-norms decreases:

$$\| G_m(s) \|_{L_1} + \| G_{um}(s) \|_{L_1} l_0$$

(3.76)

where the parameter $l_0$ is a ratio expressing a relative maximum rate of change in $f_2$ compared to $f_1$ and where:
As the sampling period \( T_s \) goes to zero, the system in (3.72) will follow the reference system (3.73) arbitrarily closely. The reference system is unknown due to input disturbance functions \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \), but it has a known response from these two unknown functions [14] and [15]. The functions \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) are of class \( K \), that is strictly increasing from zero. The functions \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) become dependent on bounds on \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) and also on the \( L_1 \)-controller design elements, \( A_m \), \( K \) and \( D(s) \).

**Comments on piecewise constant \( L_1 \)-control**

A reference system (3.73) can be obtained that has stable but unknown responses from the reference signal \( r \) and from deviations entering via \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) to the output \( y \). This reference system will be followed by the closed-loop system (3.72) arbitrarily closely as gains that speed up the response to the parameter estimates are increased in the \( L_1 \)-controller. The reference system will follow ideal, desired system dynamics closer as \( L_1 \)-norms (hence the name “\( L_1 \)” ) of transfer functions \( G_m(s) \) and \( G_{um}(s) \) are decreased (3.76), by choosing desired dynamics set by the matrix \( A_m \) and controller design parameters \( K \) and \( D(s) \).

It is an important observation that stability and performance guarantees are easy to obtain as long as the norms of \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are small. If large functions \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are at hand, the bandwidth of \( C(s) \) can be increased to guarantee stability and reference following, which will result in a controller with high gain and that will amplify noise. As an alternative the bandwidth of \( H_m(s) \) can be decreased to fulfill stability. There is no known systematic way to find a controller that handles realizations of \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \), so manual tuning of low-pass filter parameters \( K \) and \( D(s) \) is needed.
3.5 Design choices made for the fighter application

A number of design choices have been made to be able to tune an L1-controller to the aircraft. Full state feedback control, time delays and flight/actuator dynamics nonlinearities have to be handled.

Augmentation of an L1-controller to a linear state feedback

The L1-controller has been used in an augmentation setup according to Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 Block diagram with reference feedforward FF, linear state feedback L, L1-controller and Observer.

The feedforward block FF in Figure 3.7 creates feedforward signals $\Delta u$ and $\Delta x$ using the reference $r$ that reduces known aircraft nonlinearities so that the inner loop act more linear to the controller than otherwise would be the case. In this application the feedforward will accomplish roll motion around the velocity vector and compensate for mass inertia asymmetries. It will also compensate for gravity and trim the aerodynamic configuration to the linearization point. This will take workload off the controllers since the feedforward nominally will compensate for nonlinear effects and bias.

A state observer is used to produce estimates of aircraft states from measurements $y$. The observer also predicts state estimates forward in time to compensate for known time delays ($T_d = 0.02s$) in sensors models and corresponding to delays in an on-board computer.
The following relation between the four actuator demands to \( \delta_{al}, \delta_{ar}, \delta_c, \delta_r \) and the three control signals corresponding to \( \delta_a, \delta_c, \delta_r \) were chosen by design:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\delta_{al} \\
\delta_{ar} \\
\delta_c \\
\delta_r
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 0 \\
-1 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
\delta_a \\
\delta_c \\
\delta_r
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(3.78)

Left and right elevon deflections \( \delta_{al} \) and \( \delta_{ar} \) are linearly combined from aileron \( \delta_a \) and elevator \( \delta_c \) control signals. The elevator demand \( \delta_c \) is distributed equally on the canards \( \delta_c \) and elevons, a frequently used design decision for such a configuration [13].

To make relevant comparisons the reference signal for the L1-controller is fed directly to the aircraft actuator. It is not passed through the low-pass filter as proposed in the original L1-controller design in [6]. This way the control signal for L1-control and state feedback both uses a constant gain \( K_g \) acting on the reference signal \( r \).

If no baseline state feedback controller would be used and the open-loop aircraft deviates significantly from the reference system, pre-filtering of the reference \( r \) based on nominal and desired dynamics should be considered and the L1-controller would get a larger workload.

Neither a gain-scheduled gain \( L \) in the state feedback nor variable dynamics \( A_m, B_m \) in the controllers were used in this implementation. No scheduling in bandwidth of low-pass filters in the L1-controller is done; the controllers are expected to deal with deviations without any type of scheduling even though the design would allow for it.

### Creating the reference system dynamics

Reference systems are created by choosing design factors in roll, pitch and yaw in (3.18), (3.25) and (3.29). Corresponding feedback gains will be achieved by using (3.19) for pitch dynamics and (3.31) for roll-yaw dynamics.

In the procedure of choosing reference systems, limited actuator response comes into play. It has been found suitable using simulations in Section 4 that a possible roll bandwidth is given by about one fifth of the actuator bandwidth \( \omega_a \) as illustrated in Figure 3.8. This corresponds to an \( r_{factor} \) with a value of 1.5 for the aircraft that is considered here resulting in \( 1/\tau_r = 5.7 \text{ rad/s} \). It is then suitable to place the pitch and yaw poles a little
closer to the imaginary axis as shown in Figure 3.8. To accomplish this, \( p_{\text{factor}} \) is set to 3 and \( y_{\text{factor}} \) is set to 7, resulting in \( \omega_{0p} = 4.9 \text{ rad/s} \) and \( \omega_{0y} = 4.7 \text{ rad/s} \). This will create reference systems with a desired pole map and dynamics that will be possible to achieve and that corresponds to other control designs for this aircraft [13].

![Figure 3.8 Pole map for actuator and reference system dynamics.](image)

The damping for pitch and yaw complex conjugated pole pairs \( \zeta_p \) and \( \zeta_y \) are both set to 0.9 in this application, a relatively high damping, to avoid introduction of oscillations already in the reference system.

**Low-pass filter bandwidth and sample rate design**

The low-pass filters that are placed at the output of the L1-controller are first-order, discrete-time filters with sampling period \( T_s \) in this design. Guidelines in [6] for setting bandwidths of these filters are not to let frequencies beyond the control channel bandwidth [31] pass to the control signal.

A design is chosen which makes the unmatched low-pass parameter path having separately tuned filters from the matched and using two first-order cascaded filters. This setup was inspired by L1-controller design in [24] for aerial vehicle applications. Filtering the unmatched path twice will reduce high-frequency noise fed through to the controller output since the unmatched parameter path otherwise amplify high frequencies. The first filter in the cascaded two-filter design uses a bandwidth that is lower than the second (by a factor 1/1.2), also an idea from [24].
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So in total, five low-pass filter parameters need tuning, one per state as in:

\[ u(s) = K_g r(s) - C_m(s) \hat{\sigma}_1(s) \]
\[ - C_{um}(s) H_m^{-1}(s) H_{um}(s) C_{um0}(s) \hat{\sigma}_2(s) \]  

(3.79)

where

\[ C_m(s) = (sI + K_m)^{-1} K_m \]
\[ C_{um}(s) = (sI + K_{um})^{-1} K_{um} \]  

(3.80)

\[ C_{um0}(s) = (sI + K_{um0})^{-1} K_{um0} \]

and

\[ K_m = \begin{pmatrix} k_1 \omega_{0p} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & k_2 / \tau_r & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & k_3 \omega_{0y} \end{pmatrix} \]  

(3.81)

\[ K_{um} = \begin{pmatrix} k_4 \omega_{0p} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & k_5 \omega_{0y} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & k_5 \omega_{0y} \end{pmatrix} \]

\[ K_{um0} = \frac{1}{1.2} \begin{pmatrix} k_4 \omega_{0p} & 0 \\ 0 & k_5 \omega_{0y} \end{pmatrix} \]

Low-pass filter bandwidths for matched pitch and yaw parameters have been related to the corresponding reference system bandwidth through \( \omega_{0p} \), \( \tau_r \), and \( \omega_{0y} \) of Section 3.2. So five parameter values in \( K \) matrices were tuned to \( k_1 = 2 \) for the matched pitch channel and \( k_3 = 1.2 \) for matched yaw compensations. For roll the bandwidth \( k_2 = 1 \) was tuned for matched parameter estimates. Unmatched parameter estimates, have low-pass filter bandwidths with a value of \( k_4 = 1.2 \) and \( k_5 = 1.8 \) for pitch and yaw respectively. Filters are realized in discrete time using zero-order hold and sampling period \( T_s \), the same sampling rate as in the piecewise constant L1-controller.

L1-controller low-pass filter bandwidths and sampling rate were tuned the following way: simulations with a set of random variations of parameters and characteristics were run and evaluated for different values of low-pass filter parameters and controller parameter update rates. Evaluation was done by creating a cost function from mean and peak deviations from desired responses in angle of attack/sideslip and roll rate together with the number of output sign shifts. The three terms from mean
deviation, max deviation and sign shifts were normalized to a nominal run and the sum of squares were calculated and minimized for filter bandwidths \( k_1 \) to \( k_5 \) and sampling period \( T_s \).

Due to the fact that actuators become rate saturated for noticeable periods in this application, generally lower values were suitable than in other L1-control applications [25]. If the actuator rate limit was increased, higher low-pass filter bandwidths could be applied resulting in better performance and robustness.

The L1-controller sampling rate was designed to be 100 Hz. A higher sampling rate did not add notable performance or robustness in the simulation evaluation.

**Handling actuator dynamics**

Special care is required if the actuator has dynamics that cannot be neglected as will be shown by simulations. Estimating the parameter \( \hat{\sigma} \) including the actuator limits would result in the controller trying to compensate for the actuator dynamics which is not possible because of actuator rate and position saturations. A better approach is presented in Figure 3.9 where an actuator model is placed before the state predictor. This way it is parameters corresponding to the aerodynamic forces and moments that will be estimated.

![Figure 3.9](image)

Figure 3.9  Block diagram of system with actuator model and reference signal not filtered by \( C(s) \).

To be able to estimate a more adequate \( \hat{\sigma} \) the L1-controller internal signals are interpreted physically and the state predictor is modified (the possibility is suggested in [14]) according to Figure 3.9, having an actuator...
model including limits in rate and position at the input of the state predictor. This actuator model corresponds to the one that is used in the 6-DOF model as in Figure 2.13. In the scenario used here, rate limits are reached frequently, position limits are seldom reached. Missiles generally have higher actuator rate limits than aircraft, due to lower control surface hinge moments, even when related to the higher expected closed-loop bandwidth [9], so actuator rate saturation is not as notable.

**Linear state feedback controller with and without integral action**

The state feedback is used in two different ways. When the feedback controller is used on its own, integral action is activated and when an L1-controller is augmented to the state feedback, no integral action is used.

When using the state feedback controller without augmentation of an adaptive controller, terms for integral action are incorporated so that:

\[ u = K_g r - L_k x_k + K_g x_i \]  

(3.82)

where \( r \) includes reference signals for angle of attack, roll angular rate and angle of sideslip:

\[ r = \begin{pmatrix} \alpha_d \\ p_d \\ \beta_d \end{pmatrix} \]  

(3.83)

where integral states are created according to:

\[ \frac{d}{dt} x_i = \begin{pmatrix} \alpha_r - \alpha \\ p_r - p \\ \beta_r - \beta \end{pmatrix} \]  

(3.84)

and where the gain from reference \( r \) is:

\[ K_g = \begin{pmatrix} K_{gp} & 0 \\ 0 & K_{gy} \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} -(C_{mp}^{-1}B_p)^{-1} & 0 \\ 0 & -(C_{my}^{-1}B_y)^{-1} \end{pmatrix} \]  

(3.85)
Reference signals $\alpha_r$, $p_r$, and $\beta_r$ in the integrators are generated by feeding demands to reference systems $H_m(s)$ from Section 3.2 so that:

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
\alpha_r(s) \\
p_r(s) \\
\beta_r(s)
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
C_p\left(sI - A_{mp}\right)^{-1}B_pK_{gp}\alpha_d(s) \\
C_y\left(sI - A_{my}\right)^{-1}B_yK_{gy}\left(p_d(s)\right) \\
\end{pmatrix}
$$

(3.86)

The integral gain $L_i$ is set to the unit matrix in this design so integrated signals will be weighted in as much as the reference $r$, by the factor $K_g$ which, in the multivariable case, can be seen as transforming the integrated output error to the input side.
4 Results from 6DOF Simulations

Simulations have been carried out in a 6DOF model to display results of L1-control when compared to state feedback control. This is done in order to test the controllers and system responses when different kinds of disturbance and parameter perturbations are applied.

4.1 Control laws to be compared

The L1-controller augmented to a state feedback utilizes the reference $r$ together with feedback from system states $x$ and parameter estimates $\hat{\sigma}$ according to:

$$
\begin{align*}
    u(s) &= K_g r(s) - Lx(s) \\
    & \quad - C_m(s)\dot{\hat{\sigma}}_1(s) - C_{um}(s)H_m^{-1}(s)H_{um}(s)C_{um0}(s)\dot{\hat{\sigma}}_2(s) \\
\end{align*}
$$

(4.1)

The linear state feedback with integral action utilizes the reference $r$ together with feedback from system states $x$ and output $y$:

$$
\begin{align*}
    u(s) &= K_g r(s) - Lx(s) - K_g \frac{1}{s} \left( H_m(s)K_g r(s) - y(s) \right) \\
\end{align*}
$$

(4.2)

4.2 Scenario used in simulations

Demands will create changes in angle of attack and at the same time roll rotate the aircraft to different roll angles as viewed in Figure 4.1. Angle of sideslip is demanded to zero throughout maneuvers. To keep $\alpha$ and $p$ at the demanded values while keeping $\beta$ small is the major task that the controller work hard to accomplish in scenarios like these.
An altitude (nominally 1000 m) and an airspeed (nominally corresponding to M 0.6) will be kept roughly constant throughout the maneuver sequence. This way changes during the simulation to dynamic pressure $q_d$ does not affect results to any large extent, however controller assumptions of altitude and airspeed are erroneous in runs with perturbations due to a constant deviation from the nominal. Observed phenomena will be due to effects created by rapid maneuvering, deviation from nominal assumptions and sensor noise.

1. Simulations started by pulling 10° of angle of attack (from 0°), as indicated in Figure 4.1
2. A roll rate $p$ of 180°/s was demanded for a time period of 0.5 s so that a roll angle of 90° was obtained.
3. The $\alpha$ demand was decreased to 0° at the same time as a roll rate of -180°/s was demanded for 0.5 s to get a roll angle of 0°.
4. Then $\alpha$ was increased to 10° at a simultaneous roll rate demand of -180°/s for 0.5 s to a roll angle of -90°.
5. Now $\alpha$ was decreased to 5° at a simultaneous roll rate demand of 180°/s is for 0.5 s to a roll angle of 0°.
6. Finally $\alpha$ was maintained at 5° at a roll rate of 360°/s for 1 s so that a full roll revolution was accomplished.
Figure 4.1 Schematic aircraft, rear view showing sequence of maneuvers performed in simulations.

Since roll rate demands are made open-loop with respect to achieved roll angle, they are just step functions of suitable time periods; a small roll addition is made to get roll angles that are even quarters of a turn.
### 4.3 Simulation setup and results

Seven sets of parameter and noise settings in the model were simulated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Nominal settings:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All parameters were nominal, which correspond to values assumed when controller design was made.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Measurement noise:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor noise was added to simulate a measurement procedure with sensors that produce a high level of noise. To angle of attack and angle of sideslip, normally distributed white noise with a $1\sigma$-value of $0.5^\circ$ was added at a 50 Hz frequency. To rates $p$, $q$ and $r$ normally distributed white noise with a $1\sigma$-value of $2^\circ$/s was added (corresponding to a rotation sensor with a random walk of $5^\circ/\sqrt{h}$ sampled at 400 Hz).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Parameter perturbations:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Error in parameter assumptions were created by using normally distributed values. Pre-sampled parameter realizations were saved and used for simulations so that comparisons can be made between runs. These values were then used to perturb parameter settings relative nominal values. Start position and velocity were varied so that the $1\sigma$ relative error became 10%. Atmospheric parameters were varied by 5%. Mass and mass inertia properties were varied by 5% and aerodynamic parameters by 20%. Center of gravity position related to the wing cord was varied by 2% and actuator bandwidth, rate limit and damping by 10%. The parameter realization for which simulations are presented was a challenging one; it made the needed control effort large. <strong>Controller feedforward compensations were made with nominal parameter values,</strong> making this a valid check also for feedforward robustness to perturbations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Control surface actuation failure:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The right wing control surface deflection responded to an extent corresponding to half of the demand. This means that aerodynamic forces and moments created for demanded roll and pitch control surface deflection were reduced and also created a severe coupling between pitch and roll demands that the controller needed to compensate for, since an unforeseen right-left wing asymmetry was at hand. A challenging kind of load disturbance was created with this setup.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
No feedforward applied:
Feedforward signals were not added to the control signal. Controllers needed to compensate for nonlinear couplings without aid from feedforward based on reference signal inputs. One effect was that a demanded roll rate creates large couplings between angle of attack and sideslip. Also effects of that the airframe naturally rotates around its principal mass inertia axis, as well as gravity effects, were left to controllers without aid from feedforward.

Flight at high altitude:
The simulation was performed at an altitude of 7000 m instead of the 1000 m that controllers were designed for. Dynamic pressure is about half of what was assumed due to lower air density. A low dynamic pressure makes the flight dynamics slower and the effects of control surface deflections are reduced.

No actuator model in the L1-controller:
In this setup, no actuator model was included in the state predictor of the L1-controller. There was no knowledge in the L1-controller of e.g. actuator rate limitations.

For each of the seven different settings above, two simulations were made and presented one figure on top of the other. One run is plotted for L1-control augmented to a state feedback. One run is plotted for state feedback acting on its own, including integral action.

Four subplots are presented for each simulation in Figure 4.2 to Figure 4.13. Demands in angle of attack/sideslip and roll rate (\(\alpha_d\), \(\beta_d\) and \(p_d\)) are dashed lines, effectuated signals are solid lines in the following subplot layout:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subplot 1:</th>
<th>Subplot 2:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>angle of attack (\alpha) (blue) and angle of sideslip (\beta) (green).</td>
<td>body rates (p), (q) and (r) (blue green red)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subplot 3:</th>
<th>Subplot 4:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>demanded and effectuated pitch control signals (\delta_e).</td>
<td>demanded and effectuated roll and yaw control signals (\delta_a) and (\delta_r) (blue green).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.2  Simulation of the system with the L1-controller, nominal aircraft.

Figure 4.3  Simulation of the system with the state feedback controller, nominal aircraft.
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Figure 4.4 Simulation of the system with the L1-controller, measurement noise added.

Figure 4.5 Simulation of the system with the state feedback controller, measurement noise added.
Figure 4.6  Simulation of the system with the L1-controller, perturbed parameters.

Figure 4.7  Simulation of the system with the state feedback controller, perturbed parameters.
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Figure 4.8 Simulation of the system with the L1-controller, control surface actuation failure.

Figure 4.9 Simulation of the system with the state feedback controller, control surface actuation failure.
Figure 4.10 Simulation of the system with the L1-controller, without feedforward from reference.

Figure 4.11 Simulation of the system with the state feedback controller, without feedforward from reference.
Figure 4.12 Simulation of the system with the L1-controller, at a flight altitude of 7000 m.

Figure 4.13 Simulation of the system with the state feedback controller, at a flight altitude of 7000 m.
Figure 4.14 Simulation of the system with the L1-controller, no compensation of actuator rate limits in the L1-controller.

Figure 4.15 Matched parameter estimates $\hat{\sigma}_1$ (solid) and unmatched $\hat{\sigma}_2$ (dashed) of (3.68), for case with perturbed parameters.
Comments on simulation results

Overall the L1-controller augmented to a state feedback is more robust to changes than the state feedback with integral action. This comes at the cost of higher noise throughput and need for special attention regarding time delay and effects of saturation.

**Nominal settings** Figure 4.2 & Figure 4.3:
Results are similar for L1-control and state feedback control with integral action. L1-control does a little better job at keeping $\alpha$ and $\beta$ close to demanded values throughout the maneuver sequence. Peak-to-peak values for $\beta$ error are less than $1^\circ$ throughout the simulation, a good result for both controller designs. Both controllers follow roll-rate demands properly and use similar control signal amplitudes (actuator demands).

**Measurement noise** Figure 4.4 & Figure 4.5:
Both controllers manage to keep $\alpha$ and $\beta$ close to demanded values even though high noise levels were added (and the state observer was not optimized to reduce noise to the controller). The L1-control is feeding more of the noise through to the control signal so that the controlled states become more excited. Peak-to-peak values for the pitch L1-control signal demand to elevator $\delta_e$ was about $4^\circ$. For the state feedback the corresponding value was about $2^\circ$. For noise to the control signal aileron $\delta_a$, the gain was low for both controllers. For the L1-controller this is due to that good robust performance is obtained, even though the corresponding low-pass filter had a relatively low bandwidth. For $\delta_r$ the opposite is true, a relatively high low-pass bandwidth is required to obtain robust performance, especially in the unmatched channel. This made the noise gain to $\delta_r$ higher (peak to peak of about $6^\circ$). Overall noise levels to actuator demands are not very problematic in this application. However, the fact that the controlled state (e.g. angle of attack) is excited by sensor noise is undesired. An effort to reduce the noise by use of e.g. a tuned state observer would be necessary to increase ride quality in an aircraft application. Missiles would not need the same noise consideration in most cases.

**Perturbed parameters** Figure 4.6 & Figure 4.7:
Both controllers stabilize the aircraft. The L1-controller manages to reduce effects of parameter changes to controlled states better. Other realizations of parameter values show similar results, the L1-controller was more robust to changes than the state feedback acting on its own.
This increase in robustness was not accomplished with significantly higher control demands.

**Control surface actuation failure** Figure 4.8 & Figure 4.9:
The L1-controller was less affected by this major change in matched input gains. It keeps $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $p$ closer to demanded values. Control demands were higher for the L1-controller as it compensates for the reduced efficiency.

**No feedforward applied** Figure 4.10 & Figure 4.11:
Both controllers struggle to follow reference-values, large deviations occur. The L1-controller was however a bit less sensitive to this kind of severe deviation from linear behavior in the dynamics.

**Flight at high altitude** Figure 4.12 & Figure 4.13:
Demands were followed to lower degree for both controllers, the L1-controller made a little better. The performance was however not acceptable, the controllers that were designed for an altitude of 1000 m cannot be used for full performance missions at 7000 m. This fact could be changed by airspeed and altitude scheduling of the reference system, the linear state feedback and possibly the low-pass filter in the L1-controller but then the design could be considered as gain-scheduled.

**No actuator model in the L1-controller** Figure 4.14:
This L1-controller design cannot handle actuator rate saturation. Without an internal model of the actuator, the controller tried to compensate for the rate saturated actuator, which resulted in bad response and instability.

In the L1-controller an estimation of parameters corresponding to the input-load disturbance $\hat{\sigma}$ is done continuously. These matched and unmatched parameter estimates shown in Figure 4.15 for the simulation in which parameters were randomly varied (corresponding to Figure 4.6). For pitch there are two signals, one solid for the matched load disturbance estimate and one dashed for the unmatched estimate. In roll-yaw there are two matched estimates in solid lines and one dashed unmatched estimate. The parameters are high frequent, there is not much of learning and identification of physical changes as in other types of adaptive control. All deviation from the reference dynamics is lumped into relatively few parameters which are momentarily estimated and compensated for up to the control channel bandwidth.
5 Linear analysis of the system

The previous sections has indicated that flight control systems with good performance can indeed be obtained by L1 adaptive control, but also that some L1 adaptive controllers are linear systems with a special architecture. Comparisons with internal model control, input observer control and state feedback will give useful insights. One criticism against L1 adaptive control is that it uses high adaptive gains. Further analysis will give insight into the choice and implication of gains.

5.1 L1-controller comparison to a disturbance observer

In [14] and [15] it is shown that as the L1 adaptive gain $\Gamma$ goes to infinity for continuous time controllers and as the sampling period $T_s$ go to zero for piecewise constant controllers, there is an equivalent linear time-invariant controller. If the adaptive law only uses linear parameter estimates, one example being:

$$\dot{\hat{x}}(t) = -\Gamma B^T P (\hat{x}(t) - x(t)) \quad (5.1)$$

of [6], and no projector operators are active, this equivalent controller exists. Since the state predictor and adaptive law in this limit becomes the inverse of a dynamic system, another interpretation of how the controller works can be made. That is to estimate a disturbance at the plant input by inverting the reference dynamics and then compensate for this disturbance by subtracting this quantity at the plant input. Alternative equivalent structures will also make it possible to compare the L1-controller to other linear control design methods.

An L1 equivalent controller in Figure 5.1 could be compared to a disturbance observer in Figure 5.2 ([16], [17] and [18]). The two have many common features. An input disturbance $\hat{\sigma}$ is estimated and a filter $C(s)$ attenuates the high-frequency content to the control signal $u$. There
are modifications to these types of controllers; for example the reference $r$ does not have to pass through $C(s)$.

![Figure 5.1 L1-controller with state predictor replaced by inverse, indicating how the input error estimate $\hat{\sigma}$ is generated.](image1)

![Figure 5.2 Disturbance observer design acting on plant $P(s)$, estimating input error $\hat{\sigma}$.](image2)

Even if Figure 5.1 shows similarities between the L1-controller and the input observer there are several issues that do not appear in Figure 5.1 compared to the more detailed block diagram in Figure 3.6 which also shows the state error $\tilde{x} = \hat{x} - x$. An important result for L1 adaptive control is that $\tilde{x}$ is reduced with increasing adaptation gains. The block diagram in Figure 3.6 is also useful because the reference model can be augmented with actuator saturation and other nonlinearities. These features are lost by reducing the block diagram to Figure 5.1 based on the assumption of linearity.
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It is important to note that in the L1 equivalent controller the plant inversion is made based on the reference system. In a disturbance observer the nominal plant dynamics is inverted.

The Youla parameter $Q(s)$ of a disturbance observer is [22]:

$$Q(s) = C(s) \hat{P}^{-1}(s)$$

(5.2)

For L1 adaptive control of piecewise constant type, the Youla parameter $Q(s)$ is:

$$Q(s) = (I + \hat{P}(s)(I - C(s))C(s)H_m^{-1}(s))^{-1} (I - C(s))C(s)H_m^{-1}(s)$$

(5.3)

or expressed in $KD(s)$:

$$Q(s) = (I + \hat{P}(s)KD(s)H_m^{-1}(s))^{-1} KD(s)H_m^{-1}(s)$$

(5.4)

where $\hat{P}(s)$ is the plant nominal dynamics and $H_m^{-1}(s)$ is the reference system inverse.

The two methods become equal if the reference system inverse of the L1 equivalent controller is set to the nominal plant inverse.

5.2 Comparison of feedback laws

Feedback laws for three different system architectures will be discussed and expressed below in (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7).

The control law for state feedback with output integral action is:

$$u = K_g r - Lx - L_i K_g \frac{1}{s} (r - y)$$

(5.5)

which is essentially PID control in aeronautical applications. The state $x$ contains a proportional P-part and a derivative D-part. Proportional parts are angle of attack and sideslip as being the control objective and approximate derivatives are pitch and yaw rates. The integral I-part is created as the control error ([19] p.221) and can be transformed to corresponding input directions by the closed-loop steady state gain $K_g$. 
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As an alternative to (5.5) the reference signal can be filtered by the reference system dynamics $H_m(s)$ to reduce overshoot due to integral windup:

$$u = K_g r - Lx - L_i K_g \frac{1}{s} \left( H_m(s)K_g r - y \right)$$

(5.6)

where the integrated output error nominally is zero.

An L1-controller of piecewise constant type augmented to a state feedback corresponds to the control law:

$$u = K_g r - Lx + KD_0(s)\frac{1}{s} \left( K_g r - H_m^{-1}(s)y \right)$$

(5.7)

Instead of integrating smoothed reference signals, the L1-controller takes the raw reference signal and feeds the output of the plant through an inverse approximation of the reference system. The fidelity of the approximation to the $H_m(s)$ inverse increases with increasing adaptive gains $\Gamma$ and decreasing sampling periods $T_s$ [6]. It should be noted that the reference signal is used both outside and inside the integral expression. The standard L1-controller procedure is to add it inside only, although the (5.7) alternative has been used as well in aircraft applications [7]. The transfer function $D_0(s) = sD(s)$ in (5.7) is in its simplest form unity. It can be noted that (5.6) and (5.7) are identical if $D_0(s)$ is set to $H_m(s)$. This could guide tuning of the low-pass filter $C(s)$ which is an important controller design variable. Using $D_0(s)$ it is possible to go gradually from a traditional integral action acting on the output to an L1-controller integral action. The low-pass filter uses the following structure:

$$C(s) = \left( I + KD(s) \right)^{-1} KD(s) = \left( sI + KD_0(s) \right)^{-1} KD_0(s)$$

(5.8)

The gain $K$ in (5.8), which sets bandwidth of the low-pass filter $C(s)$, is usually a diagonal matrix. There will be three design parameters for a three channel aerospace roll-pitch-yaw controller (if $D_0(s)$ is unity). Nominal settings for the diagonal elements in $K$ are available bandwidth values in the control channels (roll-pitch-yaw respectively).

The L1-controller structure aids the design of a control law by pointing out gain directions statically and dynamically using $K_g$ and $H_m(s)$. It focuses on the error at the input instead of the commonly used output error. The input error is integrated over time to generate the control signal. It would be possible to use the direct input error (no integration, $D_0(s) = s$ or
even $D_0(s)=s^2$ as a term in the control law but then the available bandwidth recommendation would be violated.

### 5.3 Frequency domain analysis of the system

In the following sub-sections the L1-controller and the feedback controller, according to (5.6) and (5.7), will be presented and commented regarding frequency characteristics, assuming that the controller and actuator/aircraft dynamics are linear systems. Three actuators according to (2.33), a pitch dynamics as in (3.3) and roll-yaw dynamics as in (3.5) are assumed. This is carried out for the pitch channel in detail; the roll-yaw channel has similar frequency characteristics and will be included in subsequent singular value analysis. The L1-controller can be approximated by a continuous linear time invariant system as long as the sampling period $T_s$ is low, parameter projection bounds [6] are inactive and actuator model rate and position are not saturated [28]. The linearized actuator dynamics and an actuator model according to Figure 3.9 are included in the analysis. No state observer dynamics was included, the observer that was tuned to this application only affect response at high frequencies, above the actuator bandwidth.

**Gang-of-Six transfer functions**

To investigate the relevant transfer functions, inputs and outputs as in Figure 5.3 were used. Inputs are from reference $r$, load disturbance $\sigma$ and measurement noise $n$. Outputs are measurements $y$ and control signal $u$.

---

**Figure 5.3** Block diagram defining inputs and outputs in "Gang of Six" analysis
Bode responses are presented in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. Commonly referred to as the “Gang of Six” [27], these responses display weakness and strength of controllers.

Regarding inputs, subplot columns start with the demanded angle of attack \( r = \text{alphad} \), continues with load disturbance at the input \( \sigma = \text{ddeltae} \) and the last input is measurement error on angle of attack \( n = \text{nalpha} \). The first row contains Bode outputs to measured angle of attack \( y = \text{alpham} \) and the second row are outputs to demanded control surfaces \( u = \text{deltae} \).

![Gang of six pitch gains](image)

Figure 5.4 Bode gains ”Gang of Six”. Solid lines are L1-controllers for various \( T_s = [1/10, 1/100, 1/1000] \) s. Dashed are the corresponding gains for state feedback control.

For the L1-controller, three different settings are presented. They correspond to using three different sampling periods \( T_s \) (Figure 5.4) and three low-pass filter bandwidth parameters \( K \) in the controller design (Figure 5.5). The green curves of Figure 5.4 present a nominal setting of \( 1/100 \) s and blue present a value of \( T_s \) that is 10 times larger than the nominal \( (1/10 \) s). Red are shorter sampling periods, 10 times smaller \( (1/1000 \) s). The green curves of Figure 5.5 correspond to a nominal value of \( K \), while blue are for a \( K \) value that is 10 times smaller and red are for a very high low-pass filter bandwidth value, 10 times that of the nominal \( K \).

The pure state feedback responses, without an L1-controller, are presented with dashed lines in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 Bode gains ”Gang of Six”. Solid lines are L1-controllers for various low-pass bandwidth parameters $K$. Dashed are the corresponding gains for state feedback control.

**Comments on closed-loop pitch responses**

The bandwidth from demand to controlled state (angle of attack) were equal for L1-control and state feedback control ($H_{yr}$ in Figure 5.4: From: alphad To: alpham). This response is presented with direct addition of reference signals to the control signal, without passing the low-pass filter $C(s)$. If the reference signal would be run through $C(s)$, responses for L1-control would fall slightly faster, so that a lower closed-loop bandwidth from the reference signal would be obtained.

The L1-controller attenuates input load disturbances to a larger extent and propagates output error up to a higher frequency ($H_{yr}$ and $H_{yn}$ in Figure 5.4 From: ddeltae & nalpha To: alpham). The L1-control disturbance rejection comes at the cost of having higher gain from measurement error to the output ($H_{un}$ Figure 5.4 From: nalpha To: deltae). This measurement error gain by the controller is increased for high frequencies as sampling period $T_s$ is reduced. This high noise gain is reduced if bandwidths of low-pass filters are reduced but then the good load disturbance rejection of the L1-controller is undermined.
If the reference would pass through the low-pass filter $C(s)$, this would make a difference in how the reference signal affects the control signal ($H_{ur}$ Figure 5.4 From: $\text{alphad}$ To: $\text{deltae}$). Then this response gain would be lower for high frequencies.

Figure 5.5 shows gains for difference low-pass settings in the L1-controller. If the bandwidth of the low-pass filters $C_m(s)$ and $C_{um}(s)$ are increased, which means that matrix $K$ diagonal elements are increased, the input load rejection is improved ($H_{iv}$ in Figure 5.5). The high noise gain is increased if bandwidths in low-pass filters are increased ($H_{yn}$ and $H_{un}$ in Figure 5.5), so there is a trade-off between load rejection and noise gain to be performed by choosing elements in $K$.

**Open-loop controller frequency response**

Open controller dynamics are presented in Figure 5.6 corresponding to an L1-controller and a linear state feedback of (5.7). Responses are plotted from demanded angle of attack, $\text{alphad}$, from measured angle of attack, $\text{alpham}$, and finally from measured pitch angular rate, $\text{qm}$. Outputs are to demanded control surfaces $\text{deltae}$.

![Bode Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.6** Bode magnitudes for open-loop controllers. Solid lines are L1-controllers for sampling periods $T_s = [1/10, 1/100, 1/1000, 1/10000]$ s with the corresponding gains for state feedback control (dashed line).
Responses for L1-control exclude effects from the direct reference signal gain and the state feedback gain; they correspond to only the last two terms in (4.1). This is done in order to enlighten differences between the two control laws. For the L1-controller, four curves are shown for different sampling period $T_s$. The green curves correspond to a nominal setting of $1/100$ s, blue present a sampling period 10 times larger than the nominal ($1/10$ s). The red and cyan curves present shorter sampling periods of $1/1000$ s and $1/10000$ s respectively. State feedback controller responses are dashed in Figure 5.6.

State feedback controller responses are dashed in Figure 5.6; they correspond to all terms in (4.2).

**Comments on open-loop controller response**

The augmented L1-controller path uses a higher gain from both reference signal and from outputs. High-frequency gains from measured angle of attack $\alpha_{\text{m}}$ for L1-control are increased as $T_s$ is reduced. Feedback from pitch angular rate $q_m$ is reduced significantly as $T_s$ is reduced.

This rate gain is remarkable; there will be practically no feedback from angular velocity $q$ from the L1-controller. If an L1-controller with unmatched compensation is implemented, this means that feedback will be done from states that are controlled, which corresponds to the signal $y = Cx$. So L1-methodology is stating that if there are unmatched errors, feedback should mainly use signals corresponding to the control objective. On the other hand there is derivation from $\alpha_{\text{m}}$ around 10 rad/s (bode gain slope of +1), so the L1-controller is extracting pitch angular rate information from the angle of attack, instead of using rate information directly from $q_m$. The low gain from rate feedback and alpha derivation effects are reduced if separate matched and unmatched low-pass filters are designed and tuned as in (3.79).

**Open-loop gain singular values frequency responses**

The total system consisting of pitch and roll-yaw controller and aircraft dynamics has three inputs and three outputs so a singular values frequency response is a relevant observation, both for open-loop gain at output and at input. Open-loop gain singular values for a roll-pitch-yaw controller as in Figure 5.7 are presented.
Figure 5.7 Open-loop gain analysis is performed by breaking the loop at the input and at the output.

Reference elements in $r$ and corresponding outputs $y$ are roll rate $p$, angle of attack $\alpha$ and angle of sideslip $\beta$. The control signal $u$ has three roll-pitch-yaw control surface deflection demands generated from the linear state feedback augmented by the L1-controller. Diagrams are presented in Figure 5.8 (open-loop gain at input for varying $T_s$), Figure 5.9(open-loop gain at output for varying $T_s$) and Figure 5.10 (open-loop gain at input for varying $K$).
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Figure 5.8  Input open-loop gain singular values for (5.6) dashed and (5.7) solid. Solid lines are L1-controllers for various $T_s = [1/10, 1/100, 1/1000]$ s.

Dashed lines in Figure 5.8-Figure 5.10 correspond to a linear state feedback controller with integral action as in (5.6), solid lines correspond to an augmented L1-controller as in (5.7). Roll is of highest magnitude, followed by pitch and yaw in descending order.
Figure 5.9  Output open-loop gain singular values for (5.6) dashed and (5.7) solid. Solid lines are L1-controllers for various $T_s = [1/10, 1/100, 1/1000]$ s.
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Figure 5.10 Singular values for input open-loop gain dynamics. Solid lines are L1-controllers as low-pass bandwidth is $K/10$, $K$ and $10K$.

Comments on open-loop gain singular values diagram

When L1-control was augmented and tuned to the aircraft using Monte-Carlo simulations in Section 3.5, input open-loop unity gain crossover frequency (where the gain is unity) was generally increased (green lines compared to dashed in Figure 5.8). Also it can be noted that input open-loop gain singular values were clustered (magnitude of singular values were made equal) so that they cover a smaller interval close to the crossover frequency. This clustering of singular values can be recognized from robust linear MIMO-controller design as in [11]. With a low sampling rate (10 Hz), the collection of singular values was achieved to a lower degree (blue curves in Figure 5.8) than for higher sampling rates.

The output open-loop gain singular values of Figure 5.9 shows a moderate increase in unity gain crossover frequency for the L1-controller compared to the state feedback but there is no cluster of singular values. If the bandwidth of low-pass filters $C(s)$ were increased, which means that the diagonal elements in matrix $K$ are increased, the crossover frequency
increases in Figure 5.10, where red curves correspond to a $K$ ten times larger than the nominal $K$ and blue curves are one tenth of the nominal.

**Closed-loop system singular values frequency responses**

Since input load disturbance attenuation and output noise gain to the control signal are interesting for an L1-controller, these frequency responses are analyzed for a roll-pitch-yaw system. The same block diagram as in Figure 5.3 is analyzed but this time for a three channel system.

![Input disturbance rejection singular values](image)

Figure 5.11 Input disturbance attenuation from $\sigma$ to output $y$, (5.6) dashed and (5.7) solid, as low-pass filter bandwidth in (5.7) is $K$ and $2K$.

Figure 5.11 shows how input load disturbance $\sigma$ is attenuated to the output $y$. In Figure 5.11 one $K$ value that results in a $C(s)$ with a bandwidth corresponding to the bandwidth that was tuned using simulations and another $K$ that corresponds to twice that value. The input load attenuation is higher for the L1-controller than the state feedback and input load attenuation increases with $K$. 
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Figure 5.12 Disturbance and noise feedthrough from $n$ to control signal $u$, for (5.6) dashed and (5.7) solid, as low-pass filter bandwidth in (5.7) is $K$ and $2K$.

Figure 5.12 shows how output disturbance or measurement noise $n$ propagates to the control signal $u$ for the same variations as in Figure 5.11. The L1-controller feeds more noise through $C(s)$ to the control signal than the state feedback.

The choice of bandwidth $K$ of the low-pass filter is a tradeoff between load disturbance attenuation and injection of measurement noise. A low value gives less disturbance attenuation with low noise injection. Increasing the bandwidth improves load disturbance attenuation but more measurement noise is injected causing large actuator demands. This noise injection will be damped by actuator and flight dynamics but could cause actuator wear and undesired excitation of the aircraft.
Discussion

Currently there is an on-going debate on the relationship among MRAC and L1 adaptive control. Robustness issues related to the input low-pass filter of L1-controllers are controversial. In this work the focus is on application of an L1-controller to aerospace products. Results from linear analysis and simulations performed in a detailed model are presented and analyzed in order to judge the suitability for aircraft and missiles. As an example, if L1-controllers should be considered as using fast adaptation or fast estimation is of less importance to industry. It is however crucial to know what to expect from L1-controllers in aeronautic applications.

Listed below are questions that were stated at the start of the project, together with answers as a piecewise constant L1-controller was augmented to a linear state feedback in an aerial vehicle:

- Could an adaptive controller replace gain scheduling or reduce number of scheduling points?
  Higher robust performance will be the case so it is possible to use less scheduling points. L1-control does not identify slowly varying parameters such as airspeed and altitude separately, so there are probably better methods that identify those quantities.

- Will adaptive control increase safety by failure compensation (such as from structural damage)?
  Higher robust performance will counteract damage effects to a higher degree. No estimation of physical parameters corresponding to the actual damage will be accomplished with L1-control.

- Can an adaptive control be used as a backup mode (limp home)?
  Higher robust performance will increase possibility to cover a large flight envelope; Master thesis at SAAB has indicated that two controllers (cruise and landing configuration) would cover full envelope.

- Could adaptive control ”fix” performance and keep robustness in problem areas?
  Depends on the problem area, high robust performance is promising. However if the problem is due to time delays, noise or actuator saturation,
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L1-control would require careful design and tuning to improve the situation.

- Could rapid prototyping be addressed with adaptive control?
  Not fully covered but improved results when compared to linear state feedback. Dynamics corresponding to four different aerial vehicles were tested and once the nonlinear design elements were included, it was easy to tune a controller to each configuration.

- Will Controller Clearance be easier with adaptive control?
  Little advantage compared to other methods, L1-controller proofs state that an increase in low-pass filter bandwidth guarantee stability which in practice is not acceptable.
7 Conclusions and Future Work

An L1 adaptive controller of piecewise constant type was applied to a model of a fighter aircraft and results are presented from the design work when augmenting the L1-controller to a typical linear state feedback.

In the design process of an L1-controller, the desired closed-loop response is defined by a reference system dynamics and low-pass filters are tuned to balance performance and robustness. The idea of estimating input disturbances and using low-pass filtered versions of these disturbance estimates as the control signal is intuitive. In the L1-controller used in this application, a five-state reference system is designed and five parameters for first-order low-pass filters are tuned, for simultaneous roll-pitch-yaw control.

The augmentation of an L1-controller to the aerial vehicle achieves larger input disturbance attenuation than what a typical linear state feedback controller accomplishes in aeronautical applications. The L1-controller input disturbance estimation and compensation is suitable for aerial vehicles. Forces and moments disturbing the desired motion are quickly estimated and compensated for using counteracting control surface demands within the control channel bandwidth. The L1-controller input disturbance estimation and compensation in aeronautical applications focus on keeping the angular acceleration and angular velocity correct. Since angle of attack/sideslip over a short period of time is integrated angular velocity, also the control objectives will be catered to.

The L1-controller requires low-pass filters which have to be carefully tuned to balance performance and robustness to deviation that does not fit into the theory. The final choice requires manual tuning [6], systematic methods resulting in filter order and shape would be desirable. When a standard L1-controller is used to control an aerial vehicle with long periods of rate saturated actuators, it is hard to tune the controller. Including a model of the actuator, with rate limits, in the state predictor of the L1-controller makes tuning easier. This way it is possible to design physically-
based nonlinear internal models in the state predictor which will make the controller reduce effects that can be compensated for and leave other without control effort.

In this work, the implication of the sampling period in the piecewise constant L1-controller has been analyzed. To sample as fast as possible is equivalent to increasing a gain in a continuous-time equivalent to the piecewise constant L1-controller. This insight will make online controller design easier to implement in software since the sampling rate can be fixed and a parameter corresponding to a gain in the controller can be tuned. The results are similar to that of [35].

Some L1 adaptive controllers are linear time invariant as long as projection operators are inactive. Comparisons of linear L1-controllers were made to the type of internal model controller which is known as a disturbance observer. They share a lot of characteristics such that they can be seen as estimating and compensating for disturbances at the plant input by using inverse dynamics. L1-controllers focus on the desired reference dynamics while disturbance observers use the nominal plant dynamics. The use of desired reference inverses makes L1-controllers suitable for augmentation to a baseline controller.

By using the desired dynamics reference system inverse, L1-controllers accomplish both reference following and disturbance attenuation, without identifying if deviation comes from model error or an external disturbance from outside the plant. However, if the L1-controller is augmented to a feedback controller that make the plant dynamics nominally behave like the reference system dynamics (such as linear state feedback, possibly aided by feedforward from reference), better reference following is achieved since then only truly unknown factors will have to be compensated. The high gain in L1-controllers can be seen as a measure to approximate a reference system inverse better as the gain is increased.

A feedforward design that is applicable to aerial vehicles was designed and tested. It uses the nonlinear state equations and also uses the same reference system dynamics as the adaptive controllers. The created design makes it possible to apply nonlinear feedforward compensations so that linear dynamics nominally will be left to handle for the controllers.

One of the key concerns when dealing with feedforward is that nominal values of parameters need to be used. This concern comes from the circumstance that variance in parameters can be large. However, even though large variation around nominal values in parameters can be at hand, it is useful to incorporate the mean value of a parameter into the system, in
this design it is done by feedforward and variance effects will be dealt with by an adaptive controller

The method proposed here designs a structure suitable for use of adaptive control for aerial vehicles. Reference systems and feedforward signals have been tested for both fighter aircraft and missiles together with L1 adaptive control methodology. This design has the following benefits:

- Fundamentals of the flight dynamics are used to create reference systems that scale to the present conditions. This takes less effort than use of for example gain-scheduling and several controllers for combinations of airspeed and altitude.

- Feedforward and feedback that make the dynamics act like the linear reference system puts the adaptive controller in a better position of reducing truly unknown factors such as disturbances and deviations from nominal assumptions. It is a good idea to augment a baseline controller with an adaptive controller [34].

 Compared to state feedback, the L1-controller augmentation increases the unity gain crossover frequency of the open-loop frequency response, thereby reducing robustness to time delays. Time delays are compensated for in this design by using prediction in a state observer. This prediction was found to be a suitable alternative to reducing bandwidths in controller low-pass filters or delaying input to the L1-controller state predictor. An L1-controller augmentation increase sensor noise gain to the control signal, in this application control signal noise levels are tolerable. Control objectives (angle of attack/sideslip) become excited by noise and since this is undesired, a state observer should be tuned to reduce this noise when used with an L1-controller.

L1-controllers of piecewise constant type have been found to add value for control of a fighter aircraft. Augmentation to a linear state feedback controller shows that nominal performance is maintained while improved robustness to perturbations is achieved. This comes at the cost of higher controller noise gain and the need for models of time delays and actuator rate limits in the controller.

For real-time implementation it is important to have understanding of the fundamental parts that are needed for exploiting L1 adaptive control benefits. Analysis of alternative equivalent structures gives options in how to implement the controller in a real-time application where it has to fit into a larger software structure. Mapping of control methods to each other also make it possible to use benefits from L1 adaptive control gradually. It will be possible to blend in design features such as a reference system inverse as a modification to standard aeronautical feedback laws. It is also
possible to gradually add nonlinearities in the state predictor. Such options could be important when compromises are needed to get clearance in use of new control designs in live aerospace products.

The L1-controller and the design rules corresponding to this thesis were tested as a feasibility study [39] for the backup mode of a SAAB fighter. The backup mode is a controller design that is used when the airspeed and altitude is unknown. It has to cover a large part of the envelope without gain-scheduling. The controller was evaluated using a pilot-in-the-loop simulated environment and using desktop simulations. The results were promising; an intended envelope was covered without any scheduling. There were issues at the low-speed boundary of the envelope, indicating that some kind of scheduling still could be required to cover the full envelope. Such an option would be use of one controller with the landing gear retracted and another for landing configuration.

The following benefits and deficiencies have been noted as an L1-controller was applied to an aerial vehicle.

Pros:
- Can be augmented to an existing controller to increase performance and robustness
- Points out a set of LTI-controllers, suitable for flying, that is not easily found by more traditional aerospace control methods
- Reference system is an intuitive design element that allows for a physical interpretation of how the controller works
- Nonlinearities corresponding to physical effects can be added so that the controller acts on relevant deviations and ignore others

Cons:
- Noise controller excitation is high, the control objective will be affected
- Sensitive to some kinds of deviation, such as rate saturation and noise
- Textbook recommendations is not suitable for real-time implementation
- Need to use some clever solutions (corresponding to e.g. actuator rate limits) outside the standard theory to get a controller that is easy to tune to aerospace application

When it comes to future work the following should be considered:

The concept of available bandwidth in the control channel is probably not fully understood. Are different bandwidths available to angular rates when compared to angles? Could better results be achieved if the L1-
controller parameter estimates are split into terms corresponding to different physical effects and a low-pass filter for each term is tuned?

An L1-controller that is augmented and tuned to give better robust performance generally increases crossover frequency in the open-loop response. Will this excite undesired structural bending modes in the aerial vehicle and become a limiting factor to the augmentation benefits?

Noise excitation from sensors and turbulence to the L1-controller output and to the control objective could limit the possible benefits. Noise reduction, both to the control signal and through the plant is needed. Are actuator wear and pilot ride comfort limiting factors in a final design of an L1-controller?

In flight applications matched signals correspond to moments that change rate and unmatched signals correspond to forces that change angles. Would it be possible to utilize this physical fact by designing an inner rate L1-controller augmented by an angle L1-controller?
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### Appendix

**Nomenclature for frequently used quantities:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{v} )</td>
<td>body velocity vector, with vector elements ( u, v ) and ( w )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{\omega} )</td>
<td>body angular velocity vector, with vector elements ( p, q ) and ( r )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V )</td>
<td>airspeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>angle of attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>angle of sideslip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Phi, \theta, \Psi )</td>
<td>roll, pitch and yaw Euler angles for expressing body attitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m, I_i )</td>
<td>mass and mass inertia tensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{F}, \vec{M} )</td>
<td>force and moment acting on body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho )</td>
<td>density of air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g )</td>
<td>gravitational constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_s )</td>
<td>static air pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_d )</td>
<td>dynamic air pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S, b, c )</td>
<td>aerodynamic reference area and reference lengths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_T, C_C, C_N )</td>
<td>aerodynamic force coefficients in body x, y and z-axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_l, C_m, C_n )</td>
<td>aerodynamic moment coefficients in body x, y and z-axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta_a, \delta_e, \delta_r )</td>
<td>control inputs, aileron, elevator, rudder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_s )</td>
<td>rise time in first-order system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_0 )</td>
<td>natural frequency in second-order system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \zeta )</td>
<td>damping in second-order system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_m, B_m, C )</td>
<td>state space matrices of the desired dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>linear state feedback gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_m(s) )</td>
<td>desired transfer function from plant input to output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_g )</td>
<td>steady state inverse of desired plant input to output gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C(s) )</td>
<td>low-pass filter transfer function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D(s) )</td>
<td>design factor in low-pass filter transfer function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K )</td>
<td>low-pass filter bandwidth parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_s )</td>
<td>sampling period in piecewise constant controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_d )</td>
<td>time delay in sensors and controller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix

Aerodynamics model used in simulations:

\[
C_C = C_{\delta_C \beta} + C_{\delta_C \delta_r} (1 + C_{\delta_C |\delta_r|}) + C_{\delta_C \delta_a} (1 + C_{\delta_C |\delta_a|})
\]

\[
+ \frac{b}{2V} \left( C_{C_p} p + C_{C_r} r + C_{C_{\beta}} \dot{\beta} \right)
\]

\[
C_N = C_{N_0} + C_{N_\alpha} \alpha + C_{N_\delta_r} \delta_r (1 + C_{\delta_r |\delta_r|}) + C_{N_\delta_a} \delta_a (1 + C_{\delta_a |\delta_a|})
\]

\[
C_i = C_{i_\beta} \beta + C_{i_\delta_r} \delta_r (1 + C_{\delta_r |\delta_r|}) + C_{i_\delta_a} \delta_a (1 + C_{\delta_a |\delta_a|})
\]

\[
+ \frac{b}{2V} \left( C_{i_p} p + C_{i_r} r + C_{i_{\beta}} \alpha \beta + C_{i_{\delta_r}} \alpha |\delta_r| + C_{i_{\delta_a}} \alpha |\delta_a| \right)
\]

\[
C_m = C_{m_0} + C_{m_\alpha} \alpha + C_{m_0 \delta_r} \delta_r (1 + C_{\delta_r |\delta_r|})
\]

\[
+ \frac{c}{2V} \left( C_{m_0} q + C_{m_\alpha} \dot{\alpha} \right) + C_{m_{\delta_r}} \alpha |\delta_r| + C_{m_{\delta_a}} \alpha |\delta_a|
\]

\[
C_n = C_{n_\beta} \beta + C_{n_\delta_r} \delta_r (1 + C_{\delta_r |\delta_r|}) + C_{n_\delta_a} \delta_a (1 + C_{\delta_a |\delta_a|})
\]

\[
+ \frac{b}{2V} \left( C_{n_p} p + C_{n_r} r + C_{n_{\beta}} \dot{\beta} \right) + C_{n_{\delta_r}} \beta |\delta_r| + C_{n_{\delta_a}} \beta |\delta_a|
\]

Aircraft parameters used in controller analysis and in simulations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>10 m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>5 m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>45 m²</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>10000 kg</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_x</td>
<td>20000 kgm²</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_y</td>
<td>80000 kgm²</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_z</td>
<td>100000 kgm²</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I_{xz}</td>
<td>2500 kgm²</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_T</td>
<td>0.02 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{N_0}</td>
<td>-0.01 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{N_\alpha}</td>
<td>3.3 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{N_\delta_r}</td>
<td>0.5 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{N_\delta_a}</td>
<td>4 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{N_{\beta}}</td>
<td>2 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{m_0}</td>
<td>-0.01 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{m_\alpha}</td>
<td>0.2 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{m_{\delta_r}}</td>
<td>-0.3 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{m_\delta_a}</td>
<td>-1.8 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{m_{\beta}}</td>
<td>-0.6 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Units</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{l\beta}$</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{l\delta_a}$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{l\delta_r}$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{l\rho}$</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{l\tau}$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{C\beta}$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{C\delta_r}$</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{C\delta_a}$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{C\tau}$</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{C\rho}$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{n\beta}$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{n\delta_r}$</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{n\delta_a}$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{n\tau}$</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{n\rho}$</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{n\beta}$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{\delta</td>
<td>\delta</td>
<td>}$</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{l_{\alpha\beta}}$</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{l_{\alpha</td>
<td>\alpha</td>
<td>\beta}}$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{m_{\alpha</td>
<td>\alpha</td>
<td>}}$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{m_{\alpha\beta}}$</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{n_{\beta</td>
<td>\beta</td>
<td>}}$</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{n_{\alpha\beta}}$</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_{\alpha\alpha}$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>rad/s</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta_{\alpha}$</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>°</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\delta}_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>°/s</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\ddot{\delta}_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>°/s²</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\beta}$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{0}$</td>
<td>288.15</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{s0}$</td>
<td>10100</td>
<td>Pa</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{H}$</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
<td>K/m</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix

Linear Pitch dynamics, full expressions:
Including linear aerodynamic resistance to change in angle of attack.
\[
\begin{align*}
\left( \dot{\alpha} \right) &= \left( 1 + \frac{q_d S C_{N_{\alpha}}}{2 m V^2} \right)^{-1} \frac{q_d S}{m V} C_{N_{\alpha}} \left( \alpha \right) + \frac{q_d S}{m V} C_{N_{\alpha \delta}} \left( \delta_e \right) \\
\dot{q} &= \left( \begin{array}{ccc}
\frac{q_d S}{2 I_y V} & 0 & 1 \\
\frac{q_d S}{I_y} C_{m_{\alpha}} & \frac{q_d S^2}{2 I_y V} C_{m_{\alpha}} & 0 \\
\frac{q_d S}{I_y} & \frac{q_d S^2}{2 I_y V} C_{m_{\alpha}} & 1 \\
\end{array} \right)^{-1} \left( \begin{array}{c}
\frac{q_d S}{m V} C_{N_{\alpha}} \alpha \\
\frac{q_d S}{m V} C_{N_{\alpha \delta}} \delta_e \\
\frac{q_d S}{m V} C_{N_{\alpha \delta}} \delta_e \\
\end{array} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

Linear Roll-Yaw dynamics, full expressions:
Including linear aerodynamic resistance to change in angle of sideslip.
\[
\begin{align*}
\left( \dot{\beta} \right) &= \left( \begin{array}{ccc}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 + \frac{q_d S b}{2 m V^2} C_{C_{\beta}} & 0 \\
0 & \frac{q_d S b^2}{2 I_z V} C_{n_{\beta}} & 1 \\
\end{array} \right)^{-1} \left( \begin{array}{c}
A_y \left( p \right) \\
B_y \left( \delta_a \right) + B_y \left( \delta_r \right) \\
\end{array} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

State observer equations:
An observer using state space matrices as a function of airspeed and (relatively small) nonlinear elements.
\[
\begin{align*}
\left( \dot{\hat{\alpha}} \right) &= \left( A_p \left( V \right) \right)^{-1} \left( \dot{\hat{\alpha}} \right) + \left( B_p \left( V \right) \right) \left( \delta_e \right) \\
\dot{\hat{q}} &= \left( \begin{array}{ccc}
A_y \left( V \right) & 0 & 0 \\
0 & A_y \left( V \right) & 0 \\
0 & \frac{q_d S b}{2 m V^2} C_{C_{\beta}} & 1 \\
\end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{c}
\dot{\hat{p}} \\
\dot{\hat{\beta}} \\
\dot{\hat{r}} \\
\end{array} \right) + \left( \begin{array}{c}
\hat{\alpha} \\
\hat{q} \\
\hat{\beta} \\
\end{array} \right) + K_y \left( \begin{array}{c}
\hat{y_m} \\
\hat{y_p} \\
\hat{y_\beta} \\
\end{array} \right)
\end{align*}
\]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminology used</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerospace</td>
<td>Involves vehicles moving in air or space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeronautical</td>
<td>Involves vehicles flying through air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerial vehicle</td>
<td>Aircraft or Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft</td>
<td>Involves fixed winged vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missile</td>
<td>Slender body aerial vehicle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>